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PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY / cc Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Burns 
Sir Kenneth Couzens 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton «. 7/2 
Mr Britton 
Mr Burgner 
Mr P V Dixon 
Mr Lavelle 
Mr Monck 
Mr Unwin 11--4 (7-

Mr Turnbull 
Mr Aaronson 
Mr Cropper 

Mr Ford - Bank of England 

MAIS LECTURE : 12 MAY 1981 

The Chief Secretary has seen Mr Aaronson's further draft of the 

Mais Lecture attached to his minute of 7 May. The Chief Secretary 

finds the draft generally admirable but has the following comments 

on the text: 

1. Paragraph J: Penultimate sentence beginning " My views 

have developed •••••• ". This is confusing phraseology 

for oral presentation. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Paragraph 8: The Chief Secretary does not find the 

Lord Robbins quotation very persuasive. While what 

he says may be right, it does not make a new point or 

prove the point. 

Paragraph 10: Final sentence noting "the problems 

may have become more difficult in the modern world ••• " 

the Chief Secretary thinks this point is dealt with 

too casually. On the face of it it does seem to suggest 

that nil inflation is no longer possible. A word of 

explanation is called for. 

Paragraph 13 : The Chief Secretary would drop the 

1. 



5. 

quotation. It reads like a "backing out" exercise 

at the time - and it still talks of a system of 

price surveillance. 

that now? 

Surely we do not want to echo 

2·· 

Paragraph 24: On the quote from the Governo~s 1978 

IBcture, the Chief Secretary sees the strategic 

importance of tying the Governor to this, but feels 

one quote should be omitted, otherwise it reads as if 

the Chancellor is, in a way, shadowing him. 

6. Paragraph 28: The Chief Secretary feels that we 

7. 

surely don't want to pray the Governo~s evidence to 

the Treasury Select Committee in aid here as he is 

suspected of being obscurantist on this. 

Paragraph 30 : Insert a new sentence "There are other 

requirements as well." after the third sentence. 

8. Paragraph 31: The Chief Secretary thinks the sentence 

beginning "Once the Government provides a stable 

financial framework ••.••• " needs to be spelled out 

slightly more fully. 

9. Paragraph 41: Amend third sentence to read "Indeed 

they would have a particularly instructive and 

beneficial part to play if they sought to make •••••• ". 

2. Generally, the Chief Secretary thinks the Chancellor's speech 

should say ~ about the MTFS as an innovation; its' role in 

expectation,; and people's surprise that the Government is 

sticking to it etc ••• 

MISS J M SWIFT 
8 May 1981 
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DRAFT MAIS LECTURE 

Introduction 

1 .' I am honoured to be inv i ted to give the 

third Mais Lecture . It is hard for anyone to 

measure up to the standard set by my two 

predecessors. But I recognise a certain logic 

in the choice. Those who instituted the lecture 

envisaged that it should be given either by a 
Q.e:ap 'l> 

,theoretician or a practitioner. It therefore 
, ~!. ()..,..A.~ 

seems ~ Ltha~ Minister should follow the 

central banker and the eco'nomist. 

, ~2. 
~~Jlfor almost 10 years. 

I have endyp@d the R@at of the kitchen ~ 

My first experience as a 

Cabinet Minister was in the engine room of prices 
, , 

and incomes polity tn Mr Heath's government. a --~ continued to play a part in reformulating the 

counter inflation strategy ifi oppositiO"~. And ~ fJ.I-( 

~~~, .~\ , 't \ 

f\~, of course, I m{[. responsible for it~ ~0 

, , ~ 

3." I hope then that ~ Loffer you today some 

thoughts distil~ed from that experJ.ence. ~hey will . 
Rot be- without inte~ My approach will not be 

theological. I do not believe that rigid adherence 

, 1 Ito one 

,; L" ", -"',~,;-:.~,,';"~-"'-'"c''~,,;':""'~c'';!7~:'~; ''':'V'-''7'''-"., .... "'':.-','~~-'"; ...... -..,~-... ~.~.-: - - - '-. !."'"'-r::~ 

~ l- l 

',:." ,, " ' 

" 

, -,, -', 

! 

j 
I , 

i. ' , ;.. ... " . ~: .. ~: ' "',' . . : ~'. " ,, - ' 

, ,:) 

" " . . 1 ,. 
j 
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2. 

~o one or other "school" of economics is the best way 

to respond to our ~conomic problems. Economics is an 

empirical subject, so all our jUdgements must be based 
. ,~r 

on an assessment of the evidence available tq us at a 
, '~~ 

particular point in time. My views.~.ave developed in I 

~ ) 
, .' respo'nse to my experience.;and ~ on some 

t ~ )subjectsLthey hav~ changed ~ significantly. I am 

I 

perhaps not alone in this. But, as I hope to illustrate 

in the course of this lecture, the broad outline of 

which~I ~ponsible has developed 
I 
fashion over the years. 

I of lation 

4. I have chosen as my title "The Fight rgainst 

Inflation". This is not because ~ i'nflation is 

the on ly aspect of the economy on ItJhich ~ Government 

should have a policy, or indeed that the conquest of 

inflation is our only goa 1. ~ ultimate goa~~ 
restore the British economy to growth and prosperity: 

. ~ uUw IS' 
defeating _~nflati?,n is_one cC{ndi tion for that, ~ 

8Pfi2 4'"t!I,81 5, auc:lF Ei~' improving the performance of the 

/conquest of 

" 

\ .. " " , 

I ~ . 
" 
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" " ' 

3. 
'.0 ... J 

, conquest of inflation may not.be a sufficient condition 

for sustainable ec?nomic growth, it is, we believe, 

a n e c e s sa r y con d i t ion. ~i; i &z "iJ1.u 0 J; !xl 0 .f i P 9 <6 f=l Fob 1 Cf~ 

, \ 

5. . Some 

argue that our first priority now should be to reduce 

unemployment. I am equally concerned about unemployment , 

but I do not beli~ve that the way to reduce it i s to 

relax in the struggle against inflation . In the 50's 

and 60's - especially after the publication of 

Phillips' famous article in 1958 - many people believed 

that there was a policy trade-off: that if you 
0\;\ 

tolerated so many extra points t9f the inflation rate 

you could get so many extra points oJ.fthe unemployment 

rate. But however strong a negative correlation 

Phillips found for the 100 years up to 1958, more 

recent experience does not support the argument. In 

each cycle since then inflation has accelerated and 

unemployment has risen. The average rate of inflation 
" ~~~%~lti7q 

under successive governmentsLhas marched r8~ors818ssly 

upwards: 3~%, 4~%, 9%, 15%. Meanwhile unemployment 
~ 

~ also =-I~~: 300,000, half a million, three-quarters 

of a million, one and a quarter million. 

JAIl th~~ has. 
~·" '~ ' ~':;; ~ :. · · ~:: :~::"':'r':~~~'~'~ · --«" '~~~."'~~~~f~~:'~~::-O:~"TI:~!!!~77J~;~7'~'~~~""'~~T~~"'??-";?'~7~';-:~~';'~'''' <'~''''-~ 'f 

' .. ~ . ':, . ~" 

" .. 
:,, ' 

' .\ ' 

,., 
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4. 

6. All this b,as ~he conviction that it is 

no longer possible - if indeed it ever was - to reverse 

that , trend in unempioyment by stimulating demand and 

permitting higher inflation. b-ucQ,PSSi\l9 gO'JcPAFRcnbos 

MVO tr:j'ii'd t-hi3 -end FailoG... The notion of a' trade-off 

' in th,ti¥ form no longer commands wide acceptance. ~] 

if we look instead at ~he simultaneous upward trendrin 

inflati~~le to dra~ a very different 
" fJcrw~ ~~ ~ ~~,.. 
conclusion. It 900m3 lilwly, oopcoially in vicw eF 

~ damage high rates of inflation can do to an economy, 
~~~~~ . 

Lthat the defeat (jfrn-flation is ~ a precondition for 

d t " 1 ' t I fl t' , ~ ~4 a re uc lon ln unemp oymen. n a lon lS Jlllllpl i i!~O 

confidence and stability. The uncertainty it creates -

over future relative prices as well as the general price 
~, ~ ' 

level - discourages new inv8stment~and ~ undermines 
I ' 

the "vitality and competitiveness of the economy. tlkj~Lh'''''' 
\ 

disto~ts the choices of savers as to where to direct 
'. ~tt~"~~I~~ ~ ~1.(J 

their savings, wa k j ~ them ~ inflat ion "hedges" such 

as~o~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
4~~· 

7. ~e defeat of inflation is ~ a wortht\lhile 
(LII Fr~ . . 

goal in its own right.,\:~ is socially divisive. ~ 
<b iii iii PiS II n 9 ~ 1,,1 i!i 11 Y 8 A &i f f GO' r g n t po g P 1 iii.. I t }os U A P P C diG t a~ l.s 

~8 tAopcFoPE redistributes wealth in an arbitrary ~ 

.<e"l"tpla'iil~ way ~of.'A londers tg borrowers and v icc vgpGa~ 
It Exacerbates tension over pay hargaining)as employees 

fo~~ek t:'O 
, : '''- . '~::':::'''-':' <"'::~ -' ~ - ~~' -',~:'7",~ '~~~~.~20~~';~~';~~"~ '-', ';~-'::: <'~"'.'.~ -:;~.-'.' ~:"' -,~ :-:-'~ ."~" 

" '~ " . -'~ .:) . "::; . . ' " . . 
" """ ~ 

." ". ' ~I. 

". ' ~ , . .. ~. ;< ,. 

" 

I,· .. 
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i' 

ov1 
1<> .~ 

~!Il"',.J 

- .", ' ' : 

.,-.-~ ~ 

~ to ~I?f'loob tR-o ur-O:o:;:i:Otl 0' their · real incomes . 

1;.AS1; ,",as Ldkonplaoo sinoe tho}p last cottloFRol.t. 

Living with inflation 

B. In his lecture last year, Lord Robbins argued 

persuasively against .those who claim that a society 

can tolerate persistenUyhigh levels of infl~tion • 
Ie I" L~ ~'I 

aJ1@ wortl:l rQpe61ti~ I k-c.. 

system h8"s 

'I .... ~ 
)9t ~jltjc so~ernm.znJ:.SamEi.has .. ~~ 

p<gi.§.h..b2, a&~ J.,.htggs Svz,nJIo£.e..JffiEortant 
" I~~~" 

tcsg,....d£,mz;r2,.cl.-2s weill .... '"!t:i;jt6~h!t~r 

,/s~e c2m.£,Li.sa~.rLth2~e 2,f L2.5~n 
! 

\ Ae;rj.£t ~lt ca~ivens.ss 

d«9ree.s of inflation even considerably less". 
" ,,-, c;:> C>' c:;u ~ <::::> c;s us c:::::=;;::::=s _ ::;:;z-

argued that a little inflation is a 

'irtucs in rceoneii rllg 

:. ,,~ ' .. 
, .. 
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with inflation 

8. lectute last year, Lord Robbins 

persuasi against those who claim 

can persistent high levels 

His words worth repeating: 

"It that the economic has 

not an end in Latin 
~~~~~~~~ 

despite 

[inflatio rates 

the War, hav been very high. 

But there has more or less 

even more im ortant 

than democrac and I doubt ••• whether 

(~oci'~ies more licated than those of Latin 

\ America catastro hic divisiveness 

'"' de res.s considerabl less". 

9. a ~U'~inflation is a 

good ey Claim?, ""virtues in reconciling 

the excess've claims~ade on otal national product to 

the reso ~lY availabl. The trouble with this 

argum /1S that it requires pe~e to be fooled. It 

to held ift tOday's circuilistances whl!n 



? A. G-r. V.AV :t111M:'~Y! 11 

(f:'y.,u ttw-vt /Wh~ t4 ) 

b'~1"1'1 FM..J1 lr.M'~ tfl f4~ ..t 
J,N'. ~.(.A~Cl'Il t- .;"... ~ ~ I" tit 't 

. , , 

1\44 (V-.(tlN.-wt, h ~"'if~,t 
I- ~. IN ~ ItA d "t ~(~. A-t.{'W I ~ 

~. a<i. C l{l'){ -B-\""J ~ tV..(., 
I ,'\I1~1 f' n ~ k.>l e-.t I t\ ,;!-\-1 ~.e. A 
~;J : ' . 
blJ ~. ~~~'1 ~'ty, (.# 

. ~_f.\.t- ~ fM~ ' 1+./1'. c..t.- Q.\t., 

r-', I"r'.iAl\:'·! Atr~-, t;t.. . 6ir' ..... ...-(Y\w,t.<~ 
I . : I I "I" f)" ., h M~ ,It.) (~· .~¢\t,v ,,,,l ~,,,,,", 

' .. i . ,/O I , 

h . ,(I ,,\;': h' "J",~,- L~ · .(" fP»~vvt~£. 

;ct A t t~"'.t\- \ f 1'.ILl;~~j · '"t!;...tJ~ 
~~ "JAt.-t ~ ... t ;W ...... ;tj,\ ~A" •• ~ h ('; IV.V- (,.Lt 
. . ;J J ( 'It. . 

;', lJ nvt: N;;l ;... ... J H"~" f r.J tit, w.{.. 

. J. . , , ; t ' "'" L.w""" \ oj-l.,V':' IV>" :J 10M) _., .; ~. 

,·t· " J . t~ : '··v\~.Ii ) ( N W t.( ,;.,d·~ . .,. 
\/. \(,; .... v ;' v" ';J . 
'1'\ ( 1.'..4 A n ~~r·l \'\ c,. . b .J1(lz.,J 

. . \ 

IV" ~"-<..,j .,. • .vJ t,Y-,I' (.:1,.,,,: <, l f"\/, 

La' : i-__ ~··~ " '"v.t· ~'.' ",t.A,.t~ 
Iw'" v .. " " - . 

tV"j _ . .:. ~p . pn.·h\~tN~j 
It. < ~·'\A,kl(t ... 'i' v.-. ,.:) £..-1. d-I. 
. ~l! C?~.i(f: L 1\ b~!A.t 

.' J. 
t;ll.t-(.. M' t;·M:' lov \,..Ck -at{,; . 
t.t ;ul- . ~ 11~( t ~ h 

t.4"'t'\{. tX v'No~ ~ v'j 
e,i"Jt-~t.('(1. <' • . , 

.~ " , :~ . " 

inflation is s familiar to us. As the man of the 

US Federal Res rveput it recently: ~~ 

"The game was up when th.e public "woul no longer 

a7,a 5 ,~tute for, the real 

thing." 

So I do not ~~there in 

inflation, however ·low the rate. 

double every l~r. And ther is always the 

danger tha~ some 

accelev~on will 

tolerated, a sli&ht 

and so on until 

th~te is , 
·1''''' I sJ~ ~vt; ~,t .L{J.,~'t:. ttVtX ~AN ' I' "'. 

I ' .. \#1 

10. ~.,n~tL..afford tOi ~ompromis.i wi th inf lation • 

Price stability - - is possible. It is / ....... , . 

not ,all that long 
\ 

least for·a short in the early part of 

1960 ~ere no highe spring of 1958. W~ 
,,/ 

ex.pe-p-i-e n e d-:inf-ratt'o'rrrrunr:""fh-e-
/ . 

dawn of time. 
,,/ 

cording to De ne and Cofe (British 

Economic 

outbreak 

with 

make a c 

. ..... , -
,."./ 

1688-1939) th . - pfice level at the 
.,.r0'· 

... ~ . .,. .. ' 
First World Wa about in line 

~c ,,'" 
/ " 

" wa&' ln 1660, so fa 
-"'~ 

it is possible to 
./ ,..-

mparison. did rise on 

wars, but 
/~ 

occasi n in between, usually 
~. 

6 

" 

' . 

i· 
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6. 

tt& ~~~WV>~~t-, 
~tiOII is so ,falHiliap to tts-- J.t5~ of the 

US Federal. R::.:.:ve!.I~",~~eeeRtslY I 

~e game was up) fvnen th~ publ ic would no longer 

accept nomirial gains as a substitute for the real 

thing." 

So I do not believe that there are virtues in 

inflation, however low the rate. Even at ~es 
double ever~rs. And there is 8J:.\'H~ the W../ ~ 
danger that if some inflation is tolerated, a slight 

acceleration will also be tolerated, and so on until 
~ ~ (JV'I.;t.( ~ c-H '1 ~, 1-.. '- .~/ ~ r: - . 4.. ~ 

the ~e is. Bec!( at a high level •. ~ ~ 1---:~ 
~~~~,-,e.tL. . 

l~~~~ L.-~,....._~ 
10. \\i.@ ~not efford~ cOHlprom:i:-s~ith inflation. 

Price s'tability - zero inflation - is possible. It is 
~~ 

not all that long since we had it in Britain, at 

least for a short time. Prices in the early part of 

1960 were no higher than in the spring of 1958. We-
I~h.".,~ ~ ~ ~~ 

~rcer'tainly not Er*pCi iCllced iftt:'18tvi@olit<= f~ the 

~ time. According to Deane and Cole (British 

Economic GrowthJ1688-l939) the price level at the 

outbreak of the First World War was about in line 

with what it was in 1660, so far as it is possible to 

make a comparison. The price level did rise ~"'~' 
~~~\~~ 
QCQ81Siklfl in oct.,lIersuallY because of wars, but 

/price~ then 

I 

,< 

. , ... .. . , : 
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prices then fell back so that the trend was roughly 

steady. Th~ problems ~ h~e more difficult 
~~/;, " 

in .iol<t g-.. sdern ~oFle -t;,..even Germany and Switzerland 

do not enjoy price stability at the mo'men~-'but l 

Woe" never g~t back to price 3tobilitya [ (5,"1 ~ 
~ ~ IC:.tro ~. u-~ ~"~ ~IV~/~'I 
,f-r.1 ~ I-u ~:l 

11. It follows from .-. this that adII!l alternative 

policies which compromise with inflation must be 

rejected. This is true of policies of import control 

and devaluation which would undoubtedly set prices 

accelerating - as much as of policies of so-called 

"reflation". They would not solve any of our 
,/--~" ' 

long ~run problems. 

\ 
\ 

Short~ and long~run causes 

12.f hat then are the right weapons for the fight 

against inflation? This question cannot be answered 

until we are clear about the causes of inflation. 

Here I would distinguish between non-monetary shocks 

to the price level, such as changes in commodity 

prices.~eal ~xchange rate movement:Jand indirect tax 

/changes. 

. .~. 

~ .. . 
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changes, ~nd the slower~acting influence of tho rate 

of monetarygrowth~ All kinds of shocks can upset the 

relation between money and prices in the short run; 

in some cases the relationship may change permanently, 

but the evidence suggests that over the medium ter.m 

velocity of circulation is relatively stable and 

predictable1 

13. From this it follows that to control inflation 

on a permanent basis it is necessary to control the 

rate of monetary growth. One ca~of cours~ hold down 

individual prices for a short time by a variety of 

direct controls and subsidies. I~s!3oFit 5011i8 L':'nr~ 
/----' . .~ f ' 

~y;ing to do 69 rom 1972 to 1974 .... - ~l!:ltJ P8Gogr-'lwe-€1 

of achieving 

" a per~anent reduction in the rate of inflation. 
~~~ tt~,~ 

Price controls §oI:HIooj;J~t belfttTi nt~ i ned faro ovor, :r .. h~ 

preventtth~ adjustment of relative prices ... which is 

essential to the proper functioning of the economy. 

\.Jhere prices are held ~+ by subsidy, as has ~ 
~~1 ~~ ,.M"t-~) ~ ~. 

~E~ BORS iQ tho pact in tne case of ~ nationalised 

industry prices 1 the burden of the subsidy rises over 

Itime and 

'. _ .. , ~ .. :,.r~,,~v~~"'~~:'~:'?~'77~7!2;'~~~t::~?~~;:" '~~ '':;~.·~.~~'~:~'~~--~'?~r'~r:!Jt;:.·",····---,--· -<,;-. -~-~- F 

), .. ! : . :,. - ~~ , ,:'-':. , " " .'-', . :. . 

.\ .. . , ', 

" 

' . .. 
I-
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ti~e and ultimately must place an excessive strain 

on publip ~inanpe .. In short, if the underlying 

causes of inflation are not tackled a policy of 

price control can only check price rises for a 
~ . . 

short time . 

14. What is needed is a framework which permits 

relative prices to adjust to their market-clearing 

levels against the background of an overallfwieck 
·~A . . 

u r --J 

6"11 I ises lnJ'the general price level. Such a system 

promotes economic efficiency and freedom. 

The need for monetary policy 
.----_._-,< . . . 

15. / The framework ~-I-l .l;o.ao;; 

restraining the i~n8r~l price 

many other countries,Yantrol of the supply of money. 

It- 1s ~t 

F 0 I Iii e , "'~'-e~ll-a""s-+-'b'''''e-m~T""-'-' 10 

ttO, 1 t is SimPlY t(j f<e=n for 

/granted tb~t 



' ~~'l 
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10. 

~ra ntsd t.R.at a key el'lf'!l'tf~ ooonorn·j c pol jC~IJ,fi t 

tte--- a f i i ilf 1: ttl i 1:t"'a"t 1 0 n 0 f t h 8 ext~etc:rrv 

&~of&loi~, '1- F--%Ftd·:t:h~ a~~ { he contine n t a l 
" ~ 'l.h f...,.-rw/v ~ ~! ' 
Europeans~~~~ I !'3r~Fl~ 8iR~ they do not 

seem to suffer the sam~ intensity of theologic~l 

debate tl"'t7BI' 

as we do in this' country, or as to a lesser extent , , ~ . "7e' . . ~I . 
do t_~ e , N~rth Americans . ~,- example, &f ~~ 

e-8!HHl to-e~ f.GLHW=-=i~ the evidence submi tted 

by t he Bundesbank in respo nse to t he enquiry conducted 

by our own Parliamentary Select Committee . They 

rightly insist that a sound monetary policy ~romotes 

growth . "The Federal Government and the Bundesbank 

are both firmly convinced that 

co ~~~' pol icy of tight and 

in the long run a 

stable money creates 
, '; ,',~ 

~ :(1 ,~. th ~ best condi tions for satisfactory economic growth ". 

~~' cJY'l ~\ In the face o .?t ·~ ~national agreement",~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~-----
~" J, ~"-' ~~ 

, ~ 
evt~, ,1, ~~ • .u,..t. theoretical basis for policies of monetary control . 

" . ~~~~~ ~, ]!i~~ ~ It ...-tJ ~_ • .J.'J" trt b ' r4..AL-~ - J ~ 
~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~ ' ----~ ~"V" -1 .... E : ~ ~ 

-U 1& 'd, HI' '"' Vt:\ ..t. n . ..t-.;~~ • 'j - .. -~""., 

of ~ 364 economists that there was no 

17. whatl~erhaps ~ more recent is the setting of 

. ' / targets has 

:1- exp licit monetary t argets . But the e~olut i on of suc h 

-- --~ ... ..-'"I -- - ....... , ..... tI:l; .... -.-_~,,~. ,...-_.-..........: :-.......,""...-. -.. ......... ......... ~. :-"' .. ~-t.-~ .. ~~ ..... ~~~<'....,. , .... r""~" ... _ - ~ ""- :: ~..., "" " ' .... >. -"..V M~.,'~l.......-~--,-- .. :::"""_ . ~~...,.:~ .. "f- .. ...... · .,...· ~ ~-~. p ... - -,--- _._- l'!P"f 

' ~':. ,' "",~ ." .:: ... ..;.- !"~ . )~ .) •.. • "''';;,":'. ;'. c I" . ..:::- ~: ~ ., i" 

. ~ , 

~> .: ~-,P . · . . .- ~ , 
, e. 

' ....... ,,'" .' .. ' ...: r, '. . " •• t 

. '. ..•. ' 

" 

" .' 
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.targets ~ been ~ natllI~al development. WfHln 

currencies were tied to the gold standard monetary 

restraint was more or less automatic . If prices rose 

too rapidly in one country a balance of paym~nts 

deficit would ensue. The country would lose gold 

across the exchanges with a consequent reduction in 

money supply inflation. - The fixed exchange 

- rate system effectively produced the same result : 

Thus for most of t he n i neteent h and t we ntieth 

centuries monetary discipline was imposed from 

without via the linking of the currency to an external 

standard. 

-~ -

1 8. / 8 y the ear 1 y 1 97 0 s I how ever I the 

fixed exchange rate system imposed by 

~ the 'It!eakness of _ the dollar forced ~ 

Cl'8W h i E 1wi 3\P8 - coped witi1 ' the s hoc ~ the wor -h:l-eoo nomy--ft-fr9 

~ .. (!H1Ced iIi tile las L de~ A floating rate 
_ A,-?\ ~ Vt~~ 

system became nec essary. g,,,;t-lJ; $,tiil 5 .J~~~~cessary 

to make explicit the implicit monetary control that had 

been exercised by the old system. ~~3~~ 

1· /In Britain 
_ _ I_~_-~_, . • . _c. ~.: , .... _J _ __ .,., .~" - ' ' - - -'-'i=~--~-~ .A--~-,=~ .. ~~.~", ''''=.,.. -'''~ r,",,''''~" · ·'''-~ ~~'''''f.· - -''<-'~ ~ - -~ .. - ~--, ,, --- 1P':', .. ~ .'~~..,. ; ~ , ... '. r .r. _ ' . ~ . " . 

~ -4-.v ~~'~.~ _ ... .. '. '-.' . '. ',' " .~ , 
-4 ' ~ - -~-' ~ -~- 4-~ 
11--~ ~ ~ ~ 1v'f';~ ~ 

-'~- .-~ . _~- 'o\ - (). ~ ~ ''' .. " 
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19. In Britain the lesson was learnt rather painfully. 

Monetary growth was allowed to accelerate rapidly in 

1972 and 1973 and by 1975 inflation, helped by the 

rise'in the price of oil, had risen above 2'5 per cent .. 
Jo.~ ~ wva 

A sterling crisis ensued in 1976.And~ ; " ~'< 
"\A.L ~ frf,- ~ ' ), 
~~~~~ the IMF, realised ' the need for 

,monetary targets and restraint of public borrowing. 
) 

By 1977 Mr. Healey was prepared to say that "we cannot 

master inflation unless we have control of the money 
"", A-"~~~ V>i~~! 

supply". ~..<l~('i1r. Callaghan '~~~~ 

"It was ag~inst this 

backgr-ound" - that is to say the earlier rapid monetary 

growth 'ana--' inflation - "that the Government took the 

decision to put the money supply under proper control 

and then to publish quantified monetary targets·, 

20. Thus monetary targets were already an established 

part of British economic policy when this Government 
L.~ l~ 

took office. TheLinnovationlwe have made is to set 
~ 

out~gets for a longer period ahead. If monetary 

policy is to provide a framework of stability for the 

operation of the economy, it must clearly be sustained 

land permanent. 

' j ' ro . ~ , .~ :~ ",~~:? ~~.~~?~" ... ~ .. -..;:.~~.: ","" :.~:· ~~~~~'q:~-'~~'r'~~ :~~~:'~~::-7~.~~.'f~:::~~(:1.-::'~~::~f~~·.~ ::~?:::?·~·~~·· ·~":1~·~~~!j~~'~:~:~::~? '~·:~~,;r-.f:S:~~.', ~~ -:-_C: '".: i> 't~-·- ._ .. , •. - ~ WJm 

-.' " '.~:. ~··- · -~ :/.~;: ~·.f ' .~.< . ~ ,; 
:' ;."; " , . '-' .. ,. ..", "'\ 

' ; ;:.' :,.- , . ' . . . ' .. . ~ .' . 
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,~~~ 
and permanent. That is the reason medium-term 

financia~ strategy . And once a 'strategy,\ 

one has to take action from time to time to"~nsure 

that its direction is maintained. This is what I 

.. . did in the last Budget . 
, ~W) -
~~,.;r~~ 

21. ~ 1(;lseM'l:.....]:eBrff'l!~l he last Government 
J 

~ that. having moved :to a system ofmon eta ry targets .. 

you cannot have it both ways and also hold the 

exchange rate at a particular le~el. the monetary 
~~J -

targets ,~ come first. The Governor d~scribed 

~" iJl'1978~~ ~ ~ ~ '- ,'1.k ~ 
L 

~/~ 
. : "-

,/ 
I .. 

i "A time came \\Ihen we felt unable any longer 

\ 
~to maintain full control over the growth of 

the money stock without setting the exchange 

rate free to float - concern about ' exports 

nothwithstanding. The decision made in 

those circumstances emphasises our 

commitment. in conditions of conflict. to 

controlling the monetary aggre~ates." 

lIn any case, 

~,~~,:"",·:.~~::~T:r':?'~:~·;~~ .. :'·"i:" ·,'Y'::);~7~;::~~~'2:·~":';'T~cfi~T~'<~~1;r,~:f;-fJ~;~r;TT·!p:].[T~~~~::7~'7"\'7.-:,-;?,' '''', ;'~ "';':-~-'''7''r'~' 
. '. ~" 

I , , _ 1\ . : '1','. , " ,~ " : \ .: 
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.22 . ~"""'-~8xperienc~~untri8s 
suggests that me,rket forces a~~ too strong to 

resist Not only has it proved impossible to op e ra t e 

an exchange rate policy, but domestic monetary control 

has been compromised by the attempt. In the end 

there is little alternative b~t to leave exchange 

rates to be determined by the balance of forces in 

the market . fs o despite the importance of the 

exchange rate - both in. its influence 'on the rate of 

inflation and its effect on industry's competitiveness ~ 
there are no ~agical means open t~ the Government to 

manipulate it .' ~~ Vo doubt ~ we could reduce 
, 

the current nominal exchange rate bX pursuing more 
/---~ 

inflationary pplicies. But that would not help 

competitiveness . The only solution to our 

competitiveness problem is to adjust our costs to 

the exchange rate, not the other way round. Our wages 

and prices must be directed towards those which rule 

internationally . I shall say more on this in a 

moment. 

1 /The conduct of monetary pol ie 

, 1~7~""'~'" ~, . .,.",~ ~?"'W~""~~'=""""""l",,",""""'"""'·"""r' '~-"~'·C''''·~''''-'·~:: .. , . ,~- ,. "" 
' .. 

. - .:; 
, " ~-. .-" ,. ~ ~ ... . 
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The conduct of monetary policy 

2~ Given th~n that monetary control has the 

central place in our anti-inflation strategy 

what has been our expe~ience with the policy 

over the last two years? " The first point to' 

rna k e is t hat t his has bee n: . a tim e 9 f up h e a val 

in the world economy. The 1979 increase in the 

world price of oil ~ as serious as that of 

1973-74 - has created worldwid~ recession and 
" 

increased inflationary pressures, The oil price . 
. . . . ' ...., ·.,....A ({ ,'\ ,'J\' tA 

increase ' has almost certainly ~l,d' 6?.Q :!:.a 

the strength of sterling. All this has m~de , . 

economic management 
(/ '''"' 

over the last two years 

( more difficult. 
\ 
), 

\ 
" "-
" 14 . l--~ Inflation has been coming down. It was on 

) . 

an upward trend when we came to office and 

reached a peak of nearly 22 per cent a year ago. 

But since then it has declined steadily. The 

annual increase in the RPI is down to 12~ per cent 

and we forecast single figures next year. [rhiS 

/deceleration of 

, . "'. 

. :~ . ,-. ; '.' {' . ' . ; 
. '11.r • ., . 

. ~ ' ~ : " 
~ .. 
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deceleration ,of prices ~~. response to tight 

financia I condi tion"s . '~~L the recorded rate 

of gro wt h of £M3 - our target aggregate - was well 

above the target range last year . This was partly 

to the removal of the corset, but by no means 

This has led some - including this University - to . 

criticise us for maintaining an insuffici.ently tight 
, . oLo~~ 

. monetary policy . But ot her indicators ~~~ 

this criticism WilDt :jt:1~~F:i'e~: the behaviour of 

the narrower monetary aggregages, the strength of the 

£, the level of real interest rates and the fall in 
I 

inflation itself . So most comme~tators, and indeed 

the Treasury and Civil Service Select Committee, ~ 
~---~ 

~ ~ur, view that "monetary condi tions have . 

'7/5 There were many special factors at work l ast 
(J\..~. ~~ . . 

" ' yeaIJ~(?he unwinding ' of ,corset d.istortionsG" 

I t _~~~J~I~+' . ~ .. ~ ~~-
"~-"-~-I . the nature of the recesslon rw~~~ -"'j 

, ~ 

severe pressure on company fina~ces . That is why it 

was right to take account of all the various monetary 

,aggregates, and of th'e level of real interest rates , 

l in reaching 

, :", ~- '~, ~~-;'-~~" ~~ ~ , '" '-, ':'~ " ""<~;'"::" ~'2 ":'~'~~:'~,; ':7~~~~T~~~~ 1~~~~V~;~;'~':':'7,~~~,~:~r'"fi7~-':'~~'_~--:- , - ' ... ~ 

~ , • "' ' . ' , '). , ,;.: ' '1 

" :' .:., .' .: I • ~.. • " .;: ~ 

. : . "';',;.'"\. ,, : '.. . .', , .1 
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----~..-:.-=--:-. ---, . ' 
in reaching day-to - day decisions about monetary policy. 

We 
, ' " ~:l~J~--

have always ~~"E"l"-W'~t('t'or example, 

in the Green Paper on monetary control published a 

little over a year ago. 

Nonetheless, over the medium-term there are 

great advantages in using for target purposes a 

broad aggregate like £M3 , with its clear link with 

fiscal policy. The Governor ~~~~ in his 1978 

lecture ~ liNe have chosen best in selecting £M3~" 

And I note that the City University study) to which 

, "J~~ L~~ I referred also endorsed the use of this aggregate. , . ) 

'" 

~~ 
1M ewt 
, 

/---
Techniques of monetary control 

1--; Our approach to monetary control has been 

Lt~c>~~ ~!il~~ .' guided by three~. First, we have learnt 
~(~~~ 

that control . . II~~~P>&~ 

t . t t ' t . ' t· ~~~. t J..,' ""rL ~, -eN-,' , r" , quan 1 a Ive res rIC Ions io'l"'C. lnstl uL.J,ons. Jo __ otl~ 

with a financial system as well developed)~~,~( 

as closely integrated"with I,"Torld financial markets,a1 ~'" 

~ control so achieved may \.;ell be control in name only. 

!~---~- ~ 
~ Ilave ~~~ dispensed with the corset. 

/Secondly, in 

-,.~ " .-~c~' :'~::;:":'~:~'~'~' 0'<: ;~c;:: ":""T" ~~~.;:'W7!;':::~:~~1~,;1~:r.!~~~~:~·~'<~'':': :~''<'C~:'" . r~·,~"~~?: '~Y~~~'~:~";·~:-c i '''' -',- :':C --~-,""T ' ~".' 

",. t . '!; " .~, <,' . ~ . ~ • . ; " 
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~' ~ ~ '±;!!::J t' ~ ~-
'711 Secondly, ~fOl p~aoeof' sue-fi~trols we prefer 

"tN.lv 
to rely on instruments which have ~~ effectl on 

underlying monetary -conditions - fiscal _policy, 

funding and interest rates. I shall say a little 

about fiscal policy in a moment. As for funding, we 

have already made two major improvements the National 

Savings initiative and the introduction of an indexed, 

gilt. We met our target for National Savings last 
, --~ 

ye-ar and are making a goo'd start ~~s year's 
. ~ .{rt. 

; - objective of £3 billion, .. The ' indexed gil t ~~ . 
~ ():jJ . i :, S 13Mf!~ ... f~ ) 
~ I1ft!W'1]. a major adva nce) whic h ,wi 11-§O~< 1 n~rease 

the ~~.1F ~eso=~~nduct~ debt 
Al~ , 

sales. It will,nelp _ ~s to secure a reduction of 
// ~~ ., 

long -term iinterest rates) by . e.--ew~ ~ our confidence 

that inflation will be reduce~ and by diminishing 

uncertainty about future real interest rates. 

~ 
The third ~ has been that ,,:{i;;::;s."I'1 

evolutionary approach. The extensive and interesting 

public debate which followed the Green Paper on 

Monetary Control confirmed that there were attractions 

in monetary base control but that we needed more 

linformation before 

' .. : . ': ~: . It' . · .. t,: ... .- ; " . , l 
. ', '. , 

" 

i' 
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information before we· could take a decision. We 

needed to be able to assess more clearly how such 

a system might operate in practice. For example, 
I ~'Vk~ 
the ~ behaviourVn the past has reflec"ted the 

fact that they have been able to acquiTe cash with 

a high degree of certainty as its terms. It is 

' .difficult to assess how they would modify their 

operations if this presumption were changed. 
, .-

. .. _-.. -_ .. ... .. - -.-- --- -_./" 

C:....;> Our approach has therefore peen to proceed 

step by step, making changes which are desirable 

in themselves and which will enable us to learn 
'. ~~ i~~a, 

more about the w~ffionetar:-y Ea~ control might 

operate. " [~/~Ab1& 1~~t ,,.J - /?ti'1 I'r Ot.l) 

P ~(i At J.. 81 tI,..,j) l tll I ' 

, . 
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Supporti~_E21i£ics 

YJ . I have never believed , t hat the 
,. ' c ,,~~ 

monetary targets ~ enough by it self. 

all , we have to have a fiscal policy compatible 

with our monetary policy. Experience shows that 
'-~!-t, , . 

it is virtually impossible to fina~ an excessive 

public sector deficit without adding to the money 

supply . Even were it possible it could jeopardise 

success against inflation by adding to nominal lt:\/-l o("( sf: 
orA rt\ ' 

~ PLl;r.:~ or precipitating a fall in the exchange 

rate. 
" ~~fl'C/ 

Alternatively, excessive orrowing could 

in some circumstances increase the transitional 
1M. 

costs of reducing inflation. ~ighinterest rates 
. /'-~-------- ~ 

which might be nece~sE:ry to financercessive PS3R 

would bear most hea~ily 'on companies, leading to 

reductions in investment, and stockbuilding. 

If this more than offset the direct effect of the 

PSBR itself on aggregat e be 

higher unemployment in the short run as well as a 

weakening of growth prospects in the longer rQn. 

It is a measure of our dete:rmination to achieve a 
o.~ , 

PSBR consistent with ~onetar'J target 1 that we 
~ 

were prepared to increase taxes to the extent~ 

/did 

" " '""'Pi"';' . ~ , :';-~~"~i"' :;:',-'~;~ "'-:"~~~"'::'::;'~7~'~~:"'~~~ ::'~:,i7~7:"77~~"'~::-::~;"':r,<:':~~7"""f'~'~':'7"~:"i':::'7!~~~'\;"'"~t~~:'- '.'~""'r.":~"",-'.,.'~ ~'? 
:' '~ . ;" : '1·' [, ! ' • . :~ ' •• . :', z., • . ,,~ ... ' 
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30a Monetary discipline s ... r;;ustl be supported by 

fiscal discipline. That is a proposition that 

would be endorsed by virtually everyone who has 

experience of operating policy in finance ministries 

and central bank s throughout the world. . We indicat ed 

that we accept this constraint when we published 

in the Medium Term Financial Strategy an illustrative 

path for the public sector borrowing requirement) 

w~ich we believe is consistent with the achievement 

of our targets for flv13. The path for the PSJ3R is 

not of course the only possible one which would be -
consistent with thos~ targetsi still less is it 

intended as a target in its own right. I repeat 

this because at times our approach to the PSBR has 

been characterised as much more rigid than in fact 

it is. 

30b This leads me topical 

question of the treatment of investment by the 

"'" .. ,' . 

",:. 
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have set targets for the money supply, and we intend 

to achieve them, not by some financial sleight of 

hand which distorts financial markets and raises the 

velocity of circulation. This means, in effect, 

that there is something rather like a cash limit 

applicable to the whole economy, not just the public 

sector. The monetary targets have implications for 

total nominal income and expenditure in nominal terms. 

These constraints are essential to the fight against 

inflation and that1rather than any target path for 

the PSBR)is the ultimate con~~raint on policy. 

, '~ 

This does not mean that ' ~vestment by ?fJc 

nationalised industry can never be appropriate. 

What it does mean is that ~rojects.in 't"~f.lo"] 
must have demonstrably a better claim for a share 

in total spending than some other spending they 

will replace. Normally we would expect to find 

the offset elsewhere in the public sector. If not, 

it has to come from the private sector whether in 
CC;'l'\S\)"'n~"f" 

private investment or in fncree~ spending. There 

is, alas, nothi~g to be had without cost • 

. ' " . ..... .. . '.' . , ' ~ ;;; .... ~' .. ' . 
-.. : " ", 
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. . ":,, ' ~. . 
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did in the last Budget. -wa s cl-ea:s e ~·e-IoI.~'tt'r 

anti-inflation obj ecti v~..,l.:j r L • ·"j,~~--e-s4K);'e 

come first. 

31. But it is not only Government decisions which 

determine the extent of the adJustment costs. There 

is certainly room within the monetary targets for 

real growth in the economy. During this financial 

year we expect infl~tion' to drop to 8 per cent t 

compared with a monetary target of 6-10 per cent 

and an upward trend in velocity of 1-2 per cent 

a year. But whether growth materialises depends 

largely on the decisions of individuals. The 

money supply targets act as a medium-term constraint 

on t~vth of nominal spending - a sort of 

national cash limit. But it is the response of 

individuals which determines how that growth is 

divided between price inflation and a rise in real 

output. It is crucial that pay, prices and other 
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~~~~~~~.iI,;. We have in any case 

been taking too much ou't of the economy in pay in 

recent years and leavin~o little for profits and 

Moreover, since our pay rise~ have been 

than those of our overseas competitors 

further job losses have come through loss of 

competitiveness. Wage costs per unit of output 

almost quadrupled between 1970 and 1980 in the UK. 

In Japan and Germany they rOse by only 70%. Even 

recently, domestic labour costs have been a larger 

factor in our reduced competitiveness than the 

~ 
~ I came to doub't whether incor:les pqlicy I,.J:V} 

tl ~ ~ 't.o ~ ~rl~ krI t:V"\ ~ • • 
@81oa:M....:GQ q}l>H;ta,i,noj iGr any l~~~~. In 4. ~~ '-

lW'. ~\; b~ -cwo ffW-v~ ... ~ L~ ~ ~ ~) 
~ I set out a list of objections tm incomes policy. 
,q'lb " 

/1 thi~ 
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I think othe r still hold good t odny. The first 

obj ection to the . set -ting of wage target s ~n 

is that they 
" ~" ~'i' . "'4';-,"'~; 

~~~",""",~¥+-y destroy the functioning 

of the Inbour market. Changes in relative wage 

rates are, as I said then, the lights,that wink 
~(AJ ~~ 

at each other ~ market place W'f:n:::J.t @~ 

people change their jobs each month. The second 

major objection is a political one. If the state 

itself ~ attempts to simUlate the market place 

and to plan relativities throughout the economy, Lr ~~ tnen freedom~ Ueeli will b-e en@at:tg-e-re~L The third 

objection is a very practical onee It has not 

~ pr?ved ~ to evolve a practic~~Of making ~ 
~ non-market judgements. The fourth objection 

. . , -,, " ',' 

to the establishment of an institutional incomes 

policy is the ~reatly increased leverage the t!'ade 

unions (or their leaders) acquire over ID2_ny matters 

that are properly the responsibility of the elected 

Government. Under a variety of ad~inistrations ~ 
~~~ 

~;S r~ taxation, prices. ~.l'l.d:. ' '''O''rl1"eT \ 

(iilatters ft.&ve a-H-=beet4 ,,~~ ofter! ~ harrnful I 
we~e trade ~~Qll.,= ,.J; Q ~ income'S 

th ~ ~/ 
l'eli~. l\flti at the SOHlE? tj~ the risk of conflict 

/between 
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between Government and trade unions is greatly 

increased. N ~ b'1- ~ '\.1, 1.e ~ ~ 

r G;;;; ~~ ~ ~,:1:. ~ .. 
33· L~. ~ ~~ to improve ~~~~ 

It- -"" ~ ~ "U.{ .. -- ~ 

functioning of the labour market so that~y rates 
~~ N'\ ~ ~1w")1"'/ 
~~~~~tcPrice people out of jobs. The 

monopoly power of large trade unions is a major 

impediment. The closed shop, the law relating to 

picketing and other trade union privileges are all 

factors unbalancing the labour market and 

contributing to higher unemployment. ~ 

tackle these problems. ~~c Ifith:tstl'ial: · R~--eJtTS 

~t:l~'8~ ~l4.() l;;.;iJ; aJ ~st el'-± s""1?o 
I L~J 

~ unders~anding of the liink between 

spread 

labour 

I market rigidi tyland unemployment .fIWthere are other 

distortions ~ that ~ave contributed to the rise in 

unemployment: the ~;!between rates of pay for 
~ 

~ skilled and unskilled workers, and ~ung 
people and adults. [It is estimated that a young 

worker in Bri tain receives on average' -fa of the 

adult wage rate, compared to .. % in Germany.] The 

relation between benefit levels and rates of 

,:': ..... : ..... ,. :-. 
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another factor And ~~ a:f'e variousLobstncles to 

i n the housing market, for 

example. 

34. Besides reducing labour market rigidities, we 

also have a responsibility to spread greater under-
, 

standing of the implications of ~ monetary and 

fiscal policies, and to influence inflation 

expectations. 'iitlz ttl \Vhy we tnQ.d@ tl:te MPF-S--l1t:rbt±-eo. 

I was interested to see a recent study by the Hamburg 

Institute, which attributed Gerrnany's success in 

containing inflation after the second oil shock to 

widespread belief in the determination of the 

authorities to stick to their monetary targets. 

35. We have also atte~pted to spell out the 

consequences for emplo~nent of pay settlements 

not consistent with the monetary targets. There 

is now clear evidence of this realisation, 

particularly in the level of private sector pay 

settlements. People are learning - as they have 

lin 
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in other countries - that the real value of thei r 

i ncomes cannot always be guaranteed. Past ' rises 

in the reta i l prices index are having less influence 

than the realities of the purr ent situation . The 

now 
~~ " 

is to ~h$kprocess of education 

the public sector. 

~ ~ e..,. 'An, ~ ~ 'l.k .~ 
36. Vl.a...JladJ ill ~-:-a ~Sys-;;; of wage determinat ic 

in the publ i c ~ ~e4-t~=adm±·t .... ·tila4; 
~ ~.,.. OY~ IN'" u... 

~y own ideas on this subject have changed ~~~ 
~~~W\ 

problem is an intractable /one In 1974~ thought 

-=~~~me-&.f an independent agency to determine 

relativities in the public sector. t;: 1975 I was 
~, 
p.~~ to argue for indexation of public sector 

wages, to avoiq. friction at a time of hi.gh i!?-flation . 
~~ I'- ~~ ~. ~ l...ot.-vf.. ~~ ~ 

37. But what I have said all along is that the 

Government must ~have a policy for the 

pay of its own employees. .;I; ' dete:::'I!line the 
~~ f?- '\ ' :' , 

resources that can be ~~l..;t~9!oe'\ . We ~e now 
~ ~~~~~~ j\.. I ~~~~~~~hhee-taass~ooff-Ccreating ~ pay system 

for the civil service. We 
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possibility of outside comparisons as one factor to be 

taken into account~ but any ~ system must ensure 

that pay rises take account of what the taxpayer can 

afford. The old compara bili ty syst em failed to do 

this. Creating a new scheme will take some time . 

But the public sector must continue, along with the 

private sector, to play its full part ,in the~ 
1-0 ~ 

down pay and prices and ~~4~"'e 

the prospects for un~nployment. 

38. ~~lies to the nationalised industries 
t S((.kl~ ~ ~ ~ tY'.( ... " f h.f ... ~ . ~ 

as well. In . those industries we arel.i~~ 

external disciplines on wages and other costs! 

~ opening sone industries to a measure of 

competi t ion,~.eturning all or part of others to 
,-- . ~ 

the privat e sector, 0ef erring individual industries 
.. 6'1.) 

to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission, and (setting 

firm limits on external financing.~~ 
.rvl" 

~ we have yet got the complete answer • 

. , .. ' ~ 
" . 
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the dfrectly employed public 

more cOhere~gaining arrangement s 

of ad hoc's~utions from 

Willberforce to gg or the rigid rdundnbout process 

.of pay comparabili ty. The Government ~ow set forth 

on an alt~ative 
system, which will take some me. But the pub 'c 

sector must along with secto 

in the attempt down pay 

and prices and there~ re improve the 
~ 

une.'1lployment. 

~ ~~J'o}-~ 
40. ILbelieve~that we~e~reIS w~ a~~ greater 

I\M. ~ /I, . ~responsibility ~eye""'0~l'l 3::~ hh~ Government's 
ftr . 
~ ~~~ approach to economic management. The undue influence! 
...dt»-~ .t*'+41t~ . 
~. needs to be ~~ 

~~ open consultation. It is 

tY>~ 1/1 

~. 
~,~ 
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only by making clear the nature of the national cash 

limit and the demands applied to it that we can ~ 

:::::::p:::Si::~U:::~~:e:a::t::nt::emajor 
y .~~ Have ~,(j 

framework of NEUC to promote ~:e:tAl'!i~ e~ discussion 
W.( M~ ~~.e. ~~ 

on these matt ers. ~~ a-m.aJ;±er e4'/striking afl 

~ ~~ dealr~~~rr to a.p.p£a.c.ie _t~.~~e 
~~ bU~:;F.lote a widetranging 

discussion where each party is ~ to realise the 

claims that others h~v~ up;~ the economy~ It may be 

that ~~et been open enough. w.e l;:ta~ 
~~~~.sjj~l.S-in,.,...,lll~~--B1:!I~ Trad e uni on s ~ 
~O~~ the ,need for ~ open and informed 

discussion of pay~ ~A/) • 
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NED", a sad evelop~ role ir&-~ So 

do bodies such as the Treasury Comrnittee)which 

provides a non-partisan commentary on Government 

policy. Indeed they would have a particularly 
~ " ~~~ 

instructive and beneficial part to plaYLif they 

' ., ' ... '~ the case for pay moderation,......". 

~' ~ ~ ~e'Sted refo:r'I1hT-t-o the d~.a-t-i-on of ptl-b±k 

'. ~ #" -~ ~ ~~ vt ,~~~~~:to-P"i~ 
tAJt'.<F-
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_l-.L:r~ 
~~ J' Removing other rigidities 

42. But it is not only pay which needs to adjust 

more quickly if we are to minimise the costs 

of reducing intlatio4. The same need applies 

to prices. Thus the proeress we have 

/made on 
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made on th~ supply side of the economy, which 

wi ll have beneficia l lo ng-term effects , will 

also ease the process of transition. W~ have 

removed Government controls - on prices as . well 

as wages , dividends and the movem.ent of currency 
. l~~~'Lo 

across the exchanges - and we a~strength 8 n~ 

t he forces of competition" 'S"fl"9rreff·r-t"S'· C!S'] 

widening the scope of the Monopolies and Mergers 

Commission. The combination of monetary 

deceleration and monopoly pricing ~ould spell ~ 

loss of output and loss of employment. But if 

prices CanadjUS~eelY to ~ market 
. 

conditions; th l!A difficulty is greatly reduced . 

Conclusion 

Squeezing inflation out from an economy 

which has become accustomed to high rates over 

a period of years canno{ be an easy task. I 

have no doubt that the ~·~~d will continue 

to be a long and hard one. It is not sufficient 

to apply anti-inflationary policies for a brief 

period. That would not permanently conquer 

linflation 

.' 
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inflation and it would condemn us to a 

continuation of our long economic decline. It 

will be particularly tempting to relax our 

vigilance as the economy begins to grow again, 

to fall back into bad old habits and throw 

away the hard - won gains. All my experience 
~. 

leads me to ~conviction that we must resist 

this temptation. We must eradicate the 

inflationary mentality - in Government, and 

among individuals. When we have done that we 

will find that low inflation or even price 

,stability need not be painful. Indeed in the 

long run it will usher in a whole variety of 

other benefits. 
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SUMMARY 

The Chancellor argues that the fight against inflation 

is a task of the highest priority. This is not because othe r 

economic problems, such as unemployment , are unimportant , but 

because it is now recognised that reducing the inflation rate 

" is a pre-condition for the restoration of growth and a 

reduction in unemployment". He describes the damage that 

inflation can do to industrial confidence and social stability. 

There is no question of compromising with inflation. 

A permanent reduction in the rate of inflation requires 

sustained control of the money supply. There is nothing new 

about the idea that if there is too much money in circulation, 

pricss will rise. What is rather more recent is the setting 

of explicit monetary targets, but this is because previously 

monetary control had been imposed from without via the fixed 

exchange rate regime, and before that the gold standard. 

When floating exchange rates became necessary most large Western 

countries realised the need for explicit monetary targets to 

replace the earlier external constraint. We have had monetary 

targets now since 1976. The important innovation under this 

Government has been to put the targets on a more permanent 

basis by means of the medium term financial strategy. 

The Chancellor recalls the success already achieved against 

inflation and argues that monetary conditions were tight in 

1980-81 , despite the rapid growth in £M3. Over the medium term, 

however, £M3 remains the most suitable target agg~egate . 

- 1 -



But "I have never believed", the Chancellor states, 

"that the setting of monetary targets can be enough by 

itself". Firstly, fiscal policy has to be consistent to 

avoid excessively high interest rates. Secondly, the average 

growth of money incomes has to be in line with the monetary 

target, which imposes a "national cash limit". This limit 

allows room for real growth in 1981/82, but the decisions of 

individuals will determine how much of the increase in money 

incomes will go into price increases and how much into growth 

in real output. 

But the Chancellor explains how a rigid incomes policy 

can distort the labour market, curtail freedom and give undue 

influence to trade unions. Nor have the practical problems 

of deciding relativities ever been overcome. Instead, the 

Government's responsibility is to improve the functioning of 

the labour market and spread wider understanding of "the 

consequences for employment of pay settlements not consistent 

with the monetary targets". The Chancellor sees the 

possibility of a greater role for the NEDC in discussing such 

matters. The Government may not yet have been open enough, 

but trade unions too should recognise the need for an informed 

discussion on pay and competitiveness. He would like to see 

the Treasury and Civil Service Select Committee studying these 

issues as well. 

The Chancellor ends by emphasizing that monetary control 

and the fight against inflation must be sustained. This is 

ultimately the key to the regeneration of our economy. 

THE full text of the lecture follows 
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MArs LECTURE 

THE FIGHT AGAINST INFLATION 

Introduction 

I am honoured to be invited to give the 

third Mais Lecture. It is hard for anyone to 

measure up to the standard set by my two 

predecessors. 

in the choice. 

But I recognise a certain logic 

Those who instituted the lecture 

envisaged that it should be given either by a 

theoretician ora practitioner. It therefore 

seems natural that an ecoriomic Minister should 

follow the central banker and the economist. 

I have now been a participant in the 

evolution of economic policy for almost 10 years. 

My first experience as a Cabinet Minister was in 

the engine room of prices and incomes policy ln 

Mr. Heath's government. During 5 years in 

Opposition I continued to playa part in reformul-

ating the strategy against inflation. And for 

the last two years, of course, I have been 

responsible for its implementation. 

I hope then that I may offer you today some 

thoughts distilled from that experience. My . 

approach will not be theological. I do not 

believe that rigid adherence to one or other 

"school" of economics is the best way to respond 

. , 



to our economic problems, All our ec6nomic 

jUdgements must be based on an assessment of the 

evidence available to us at a particular point 

in time. My views have developed, I hope, in 

response to my experienceJ and on some subjects 

I acknowledge they have changed very significantly. 

I am perhaps not alone in this. Bu't, as ' I hope 

to illustrate in the course of this lecture, the 

evolution of this Government's economic strategy 

for which I am now responsible has been a logical 

development given the experience of recent years . 

Inflation 

I have chosen ~s my title nThe Fight Against 

Inflation". This is not because inflation is 

the only aspect of the ' economy on which Government 

shou Id have a policy, or indeed because the conquest 

of inflation is our only goal. The ultimate 

goal must be to restore the British economy to 

growth and prosperity: defeating inflation is 

one crucial condition for that. The other is 

improving the performance of the economy by 

making it more flexible and adaptable in its 

response to technological change and developments 

in market conditions. Both tasks are vital. 

But whilst the conquest of inflation may not be a 

sufficient condition for sustainable economic 

growth. it is, we believe. a necessary condition. 

Some p~op18 no doubt would argue that our 

first priority now should be to reduce 

unemployment. I am equally concerned about 

unemployment, but I do not believe that the way 

1-
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) to reduce it is to relax in the struggle against 

inflation . In the 50s and 60s - especially 

after the publication of Professor Phillips ' famous 

article in 1958 - many people believed that there 

was a policy trade-off : - that if you tolerated so 

many extra pcrints on the inflation rate you could 

get so many extra points off the unemployment rate. 

But however strong a negative correlation Phillips 

found for the 100 years up to 1957 , more recent 

experience does not support the argument . I n 

eac h cycle since then inflat i on has accelera t e d 

and unemployment has risen. The average rate of 

inflation under successive governments in the 

years to 1979 has marched remorselessly upwards : 

3~ per cent , 4~ per cent, 9 per cent, 15 per cent . 

Meanwhile unemployment ~lso rose : 300 , 000 , 

half a million , three-quarters of a million, 

one and a quarter million . 

All this has strengthened the conviction that 

it is not possible to reverse that trend in 

unemployment by stimulating demand and permitting 

higher inflation. The notion of a trade-off in 

that form no longer commands wide acceptance . 

If we look instead at the simultaneous upward 

trends in inflation and unemployment a very 

different conclusion suggests itself. Now that 

it has been shown what damage high rates of 

inflation can do to an economy, it has been widely 

accepted that the defeat of inflation is a 

pre-condition for the resumption of s t eady growth 

and a reduction in unemployment . In f lation is 

3 



the enemy of confidence and stability. - The 

uncertainty it creates - over future relative 

prices as well as the general price level -

discourages new investment, and so undermines the 

vitality and competitiveness of the economy . 

Inflation distorts the choices of savers as to 

where to direct their savings, encouraging them 

to prefer i~flation "hedges" such as housing or 

antiques to investment in productive sectors of 

the economy. 

Moreover the defeat of inflation is a 

worthwhile goal in its own right. For inflation 

is socially divisive. 

in an arbitrary way. 

It redistributes wealth 

It exacerbates tension 

over pay bargaining, as employees struggle to 

maintain their real incomes. 

Living with inflation 

In his lecture last year, Lord Robbins argued 

persuasively against those who claim that a 

society can tolerate persistently high levels of 

inflation. "In Latin America" , he observed , 

"democratic government .... has more or less 

perished and some things even more important than 

democracy as well". I share his doubts "whether 

societies more complicated than those of Latin 

America can stand without catastrophic divisiveness 

degrees of inflation even considerably less" . 

Others have argued that a little inflation is 

a tolerable, even a good, thing. In practice I 

do not believe that we can learn to live with 

) 
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inflation in any sort of satisfactory way. That 

would imply that a purely technical solution was 

available to a problem which I am convinced is 

much more complex and dee~-rooted. Inevitably 

in an open society there is competition for real 

income, and in an economy where the springs of 

enterprise have become rather sluggish, that 

competition becomes sharper. Some people commend 

inflation in these circumstances as the device 

which reconciles these conflicting claims. But 

as people see that nominal sums of money no 

longer buy what they expected, the competition 

becomes still greater and inflationary pressure 

grows. Governments then have a ch6icebetween 

accommodating the inflationary pressure and 

improving the underlying workings of the economy 

to make more real resources available. There 

is no doubt in my mind that while the former 

may be a short-term palliative, the latter is 

something which eventually has to be faced. 

The alternative approach was recently 

condemned by the Chairman of the US Federal 

Reserve. "The game was up," he said, "when 

the public would no longer accept nominal gains 

as a substitute for the real thing. Inflation. 

instead of being a relati~ely benign social 

solvent, is a degenerative disease." So t do 

not believe that there are vi~tues in inflation, 

however low the rate. Even at 5 per cent prices 

double every fourteen years. And there is the 

ever present danger that if some inflation is 

tolerated, a slight acceleration will also be 

tolerated, and so on until the thing is once 

again out of control . Give inflation an inch 



and it will take an ell. 

I do not be 1 i eve we can go 0 n compromi5 ing 

with inflation. Price stability - zero inflation -

is possible. It is not all that long since we 

had it in Britain. at least for a short time. 

Between October.19S8 and M~y 1960 the Retail . Price 

Index did not move by more than one potnt tn 

either direction. Inflation has certainly 

not gone on continuously since the beginning of 

time. Accordirig to Deane and Cole (British 

Economic Growth. 1688-19391the price level at 

the outbreak of the First World War was about 

in line with what it was in 1660. so far as it 

is possible to make a comparison. The price level 

did rise from time to time during that period. 

usually because of wars. but prices then fell 

back so that the trEnd was roughly steady. The 

problems have certainly become more difficult 

as a result of the upward trend in prices since 

the last war. But we should not conclude that 

we shall never again be able to do better than 

we have in the 19705. 

It follows from the damage done by inflation 

that alternative policies which compromise 

with it must be rejected. They might seem to 

provide short-term relief but they would not 

solve any of our long-run problems. 

, 
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Short ~ and long-run casues 

What then are the right weapons for the fight 

against inflation? This question cannot be 

answered until we are clear about the causes 

of inflation. Here I would distinguish between 

non-monetary influences on the price level, such 

as changes in commodity prices and indirect tax 

changes, and the slower-acting influence of the 

rate of monetary growth. All kinds of shocks can 

affect prices in the short run, in some cases 

they may change the relationship between money 

and prices permanently, but the evidence suggests 

that over the medium term the velocity of 

circulation is relatively stable and predictable. 

From this it follows that to control inflation 

on a permanent basis it is necessary to control the 

rate of monetary growth. One can~ of course, hold 

down individual prices for a short time by . a variety 

of direct controls and subsidies. From 1972 

to 1974 I was the Minister responsible for the 

design and implementation of price control. 

My Treasury colleague, Lord Ccckfield, was 

Chairman of the Price Commission, which we 

established. And we learned,as did others, 

from that experience that price controls are 

neither an acceptable nor an effective way of 

achievin~ a permanent reduction in the rate of 

inflation. Price controls create their own 

tonnionfi, by prffvnnt1nf~ Lhu mJjlHJlmuflt uf 

relative prices, which is essential to the pr'oper 

functioning of tho economy. Whore prices are 

held down by ~ubsidy, as has repeatedly been 

attempted, particularly in the case of nationalised 
7 
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industry prices, the burden of the subsidy rises 

over tim~ and ultimately must place an excessive 

strain on pu~lic finance. In short, if the underlying 

causes 8f inflation are not tackled a policy OT 

price control can only check prices rises for a 

short time .. 

What is needed is a framework which permits 

relative prices to adjust to their market-clearing 

levels against the background of an overall 

restraint of the general price level. Such a 

system promotes economic efficiency and freedom. 

The need for monetary policy 

The framework for restraining the general 

price level which has been judged desirable, 

here and in many other countries, is control of 

the supply of money. In a general way this 

was well understood by David Hume, even before 

Adam Smith. There has been no sudden blinding 

flash on the road to Chicago. If there is too 

much money in circulation, prices will rise. 

If we don't want that to happen - and I have 

already explained why I am sure we should resist 

it - the n' :we have to keep mon etary growth under 

control. 

Some people in Britain still imagine that 

this Government is in some way eccentric in 

re-emphasizing this truth. But, as Alexander 

Lamfaluss,y of the Bank of International Settlements 

observed the other day~W8stern industrial countries 

have been demonstrating an "increasing, and in 

r .. 



) 
sOme cases dominant, reli~nceon monetary policy 

in fighting inflation." The continental Europeans 

recognise the point very readily: they do not 

sean to suffer the same i ntens i ty of theologi ca 1 

debate about monetary policy as we do in this 

country, or as to a lesser extent do the North 

Americans. Consider, for example, the evidence 

submitted by the Bundesbank in response to the 

enquiry conducted by our own Parliamentary 

Select Committee. They rightly insist that a 

sound monetary pol icy promotes growth . "The 

Federal Government and the Bundesbank are both 

firmly convinced that in the long run a consistent 

policy of tight and stable money creates the 

best conditions for satisfactory economic growth". 

What is perhaps more recent is the setting 

of explicit monetary targets. But the evolution 

of such targets has been quite a natural 

development. When currencies were tied to th~ : gold 

standard monetary restraint was more or less . 

automatic. If prices rose too rapidly in one 

country a balance of payments deficit would ensua.: 

The country wo~ld lose gold across the exchanges 

with a consequent reduction in money supply and 

so in ability to finance the going level of 

activity. The result was a strong downward 

pressure on inflation. The fixed exchange 

rate system effectively produced the same 

result: countries which inflated too fast 

had to cut -demand in order to maintain the 

external value of thei~ currencies and prevent 

the total loss of their reserves. Thus for most 

, . 

of the n~neteenth and twentieth centuries monetary 
'1 
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discipline was imposed from without via the linking 

of the currency to an external standard. 

By the early 19705, however, the strains 

imposed by inflation, dispa~ities in economic 

performance and the weakness of the dollar 

forced the abandonment of the fixed exchange rate 

system. A ~loating rate system became necessary. 

And thus it also became necessary for individual 

countries to make explicit the implicit monetary 

control that had been exercised by the old 

system. Hence the significance of monetary 

targets, or - for those smaller countries which 

prefer this approach - the objective of keeping 

the domestic currency in a fixed relationship 

with the currency of a major economy. 
" -_._ - ----- - "- --------

In Britain the lesson was learnt rather painfully 

Monetary growth was allowed to accelerate rapidly in 

1972 and 1973 under the impression that, now the 

restrictions of the fixed exchange rate discipline 

were gone, this was the way to increase output. By 

1975 inflation, helped by the rise in the price of 

oil, had risen above 25 per cent. A sterling crl~is 

ensued in 1976. And so my predecessor, following 

discussions with the IMF, realised tha need for 

monetary targets and restraint of public borrowing. 

By"1977 Mr Healey was prepared to say that "we cannot 

master inflation unless we have control of the money 

supply". And in the following year Mr Callaghan 

explained that: "It was igainst this background" -

that is to say the earlier rapid monetary growth and 

inflation - "that the Government took the decision to 

put the money supply under proper control and then to 

publish quantified monetary targets". 

10 
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Thus monetary targets were already an established 

part of British economic policy when this Government 

took office. The important innovation that we have 

made is to set out these targets for a longer period 

ahead. If monetary policy is to provide a framework 

of stability for the operation of the economy, it 

must clearly be sustained and permanent. That is the 

reason for the medium-term financial strategy, which 

is now in its second year'of operation. 

The last Government also taught us the lesson 

that, having moved to a system of monetary targets, 

you cannot have it both ways and also hold the 

exchange rate at a particular level. If any 

inconsistency emerges, the monet 9 ry targets have to 

come first. The Governor described in 1978 how this 

had -happened in the previous year: 

WA time came when we felt unable any longer 

to maintain full control over the growth of 

the money stock without setting the exchange 

rate free to float - concern about exports 

notwithstanding. The decision made in those 

circums tances empha sises our commi tment, in 

conditions of conflict, to controlling the 

monetary aggregates. n 

The similar experience of other countries 

suggests that international capital flows are almost 

always too 'strbng to resist for very long. Not only 

has it proved impossible to meet a particular 

exchange rate objective, 'but domestic monetary cohtrol 

has been compromised by the attempt. In the end 

there is little alternative but to leave exchange 
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rates to be determined by the balance of forces in ) 
- , 

the market. So despite the importance of the exchange 

rate - both in its influence- on 'the rate of inflation 

and its effect on industry's competitiveness - there 

are no magical means open to the Government to 

manipulate it. No doubt we could reduce the current 

nominal exchange rate by pursuing more inflationary 

policies. But that would not help competitiveness. 

The only solution to our competitiveness proble~ is 

to adjust our costs to the exchange rate, not the 

other way round. Our wages and prices must be 

directed towards those which rule internationally. 

I shall say more on this in a moment. 

The conduct of monetary policy 

Given then that the supply of money has the 

central place in our anti-inflation strategy what has 

been our experience with the policy over the last 

two years? The first point to make is that this has 

been a time of upheaval in the world economy. The 

1979 increase in the world price of oil - as serious 

as that of 1973-74 - has created worldwide recession 

and increased inflationary pressures. The oil price 

increase has almost certainly magnified the strength 

-~:'. of sterling. All this has made economic management 

over the last two years more difficult. 

lrtfJ"t,1.nn IlflU, hOWUVUf', LJl!ull cUlldlig Liuwll. IL 

was on an upward trend when we came to office and 

reached a peak of nearly 22 per cent a year ago. But 

since then it- has declined steadily. The annual 

increase in the RPI is down to l2~ per cent and we 

forecast single figures next year: This deceleration 

of prices appears very clearly to have come as a 
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response to tight financial conditions. Yet the 

recorded rate of growth of £M3 - our target aggregate 

was well above the target range laat year. This has 

led some - including distinguished members of this 

University - to criticise the authorities for 

maintaining an insufficiently tight monetary policy. 

But other indicators do not support this criticism: 

the behaviour of the narrower monetary aggregates. 

the strength of the £, the level of real interest 

rates qnd the fall in inflation itself. So most 

commentators, and indeed the Treasury and Civil 

Service Select Committee. ,rather prefer our view that 

"monetary conditions have 'been tight." 

There were many special factors at work last 

year, over and above the unwinding of years of 

distortion when the Supplementary Special Deposit 

Scheme ~as ended. In particular, the nature of the 

recession itself involved severe pressure on company 

finances. That is why it was particularly important 

to take account of all the various monetary aggregates 

and of the level of real interest rates, in reaching 

decisions about Minimum Lending Rate. We have always 

recognised the need for wider judgement of this kind 

as. for example. in the Green Paper on monetary 

control published a little over a year ago. 

The use of other indicators in the determination 

of short-term interest rates does not affect the 

fact that over the medium-term there are great 

advantages in using for target purposes a broad 

aggregate like £M3. with its clear link with most 

aspects of macro-economic policy. especially public 



expendituie and taxation~ The Governor in his 1978 

leoture e~pressed the view that "in ' the preserit 

state of the art we have uhosen best in selecting 

S:M3." 

Technigues of monetary cont~ol 

Our approach to monetary control has been guided 

by three propositions. First. we have learnt that 

control cannot safely depend upon direct restrictions 

applied to institutions. For with a financial system 

as well developed. and as closely integra~ed with 

wo~ld ~inancial markets. as our own, control so 

achieved may well be control in name only. This is 

why we have dispensed with the corset. 

S~condly. rather than depend upon controls 

of that kind we prefer to rely on instruments 

,which have their effect on underlying monetary 

conditions - fiscal policy. funding and short-term 

interest rates. I shall say a little about 

fiscal policy in a moment. As for funding, we 

have already made two major improvements - the 

National Savings initiative and the introd~ction 

o~ an indexed gilt. We met our target for 

National Savings last year and are making a good 

start to~ards this year's objective of S:3billion. 

The indexed gilt can be BOBn as a major advance, 

which will significantly increase the range of 

options available for the conduct of debt sales. 

It emphasises our confidonce that inflation will 

be reduced and will, when more in~exed stock is 

irisued, diminishuncortainty about future real 

interest rates. ' 
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) . The third proposition has been that we 

should follow an evolutionary approach. The 

extensive and interesting public debate which 

followed the" Gr~en Paper on Monetary Control 

confirmed that there were improvements to be 

made to the monetary system, and that control 

of the monetary base had some attractions. But 

to make such a step would be a major change 

with widespread implications for many parts of 

the financial system. Rather than move 

precipitately our approach has been to proceed 

step by step, making changes which are desirable 

in themselves and which will enable us to learn 

more about the way in which alternative methods 

of monetary control might operate. 

Supporting policies 

I have never believed that the setting of 

monetary targets can be enough by itself. There 

are other requirements. First of all, fiscal 

policy must be compatible with our monetary policy. 

Experience shows that it is virtually impossible 

to finance an excessive public sector deficit 

without adding to the money supply. Even were it 

possible it could jeopardise success against 

inflation by adding to nominal incomesor 

precipitating a fall in the exchange rate. 

Excessive public borrowing could also in some 

circu.mstances increase the transitional costs 

of reducing inflation. The high interest rates 

which might be necessary to finance an excessive 

PSBR would bear most heavily on companies, 

leading to reductions in investment, and 
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stockbuilding. If this more than offset the 

direct effect on aggregate demand of the PSBR 

itself. there would be higher unemployment in 

the short run as well as a weakening of growth 

prospects in the longer run. It is a measure of 

our determination to achieve a PSBR consistent 

with a lower monetary target that we were prepared 

to increase taxes to the extent that we did in 

the last Budget. The case for keeping taxes 

down in order to maintain incentives was in 

conflict with the Government's anti-inflation 

objective. It was the fight against inflation 

that had to come first. 

Monetary discipline must then be supported by 

fiscal discipline. That is a proposition that 

would be endorsed by virtually everyone who has 

experience of operating policy in finance 

ministries and central banks throughout the 

world. We indicated that we accept this constraint 

when we published in the Medium Term Financial 

strategy an illustrative path for the public 

sector borrowing requirement, which we believe is 

consistent with the achievement of our targets 

for £M3. The path for the PSBR is not intended 

as a target in its own right. I repeat this 

because at times our approach to the PSBR has 

been characterised as much more rigid than in 

fact it is. 

This leads me to digress briefly on the 

important and topical question of the treatment 

of investment by the nationalised industries. It 

has been suggested that. merely by waving a 

statistical wand, and decreeing that borrowing 

to finance investment for those industries should 
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be excluded fro~ the PSBR, then the existing 

restraints could be relaxed, if not abandoned. 

The truth is quite different. We have set 

targets for the money supply, and we do not 

intend to achieve them by some financial s l eight 

of hand which distorts financial markets ~nd 

raises the velooity of oirculation. This means, 

in effeot, that there is something rather like 

a cash limit applicable to the whole economy, 

not just the'public sector. The monetary targets 

have implications for total nominal income and 

expenditure. These constraints are essential to 

the fight against inflation and that, rather than 

any target path for the PSBR, is the ultimate 

constraint on policy. 

This does not mean that increased investment 

by nationalised industry can never be appropriate. 

What it does mean is that new projects must have 

demonstrably a better claim for a share in total 

spending than some other spending they will 

replace. Normally we would expect to find the 

offset elsewhere in the public sector. If not, 

it has to come from t hepri vate sector, wh et her 

in private investment or in consumer spending. 

There is, alas, nothing to be had without cost. 

But it is not only Government decisions which 

determine the side-effects of the anti- i nflation 

policy - and the nature and extent of the 

adjustment costs. There is certainly room within 

the moneta~y targets for ~eal growth in the 

economy. During this financial year we expect 

inflation to drop to 8 per cent, compared with a 

monetary target of 6-10 per ,r:ent and an upward 
/" 



trend in velocity of 1-2 per cent a year. But ) 
it is the response of individuals which will 

determine how this growth in money supply and 

the growth in money income which it permits will 

be divided between price inflation and a rise 

in real output . It is crucial that pay, prices 

and other variables should all adjust together. 

so as to achieve a satisfactory balance, within 

this "national cash limit", between lower inflation 

on the one hand and more output and. emp l oyment 

on the other. 

Wag-es and salaries account for about two 

thirds of the national income; they are the 

dominant share of business costs. If pay increases 

are too large, there is an inevitable risk that 

real activity wlll be squeezed by financial 

restraint: the result would be high unemployment 

and low. or even negative, growth . We have in 

any case been taking too much out of the economy 

in pay in recent years and leaving far too little 

for profits and investment. The real rate of 

return on capital employed in Britain in 1980 -

excluding North Sea companies was less than 

3 per cent - ~ pitiful figure compared to the 

rate of return in countries like Japan . Moreover, 

since our pay rises have been much faster than 

those of our overseas competitors further job 

losses have come through loss of competitiveness. 

Wage costs per unit of output almost quadrupled 

between 1970 and 1980 in the UK . In Japan and 

Germany they rose by only 70 per cent. Even 

recently, domestic labour costs have been a 

larger factor in our reduced competitiveness 

than the strength of sterling . 
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There is then no shortage of reasons for 

sustained moderation in pay bargaining. If 

increases in unemployment are to be avoid~d, 

then a progressive reduction in the rate of 

monetary growth does need to be accompanied by 

a more-or-less corresponding reduction in the 

rate of growth of average money incomes, 

including pay . It is this insight which, 

perhaps understandably, prompts people to call 

for an "incomes policy" . That case has been 

accepted by each of the last three governments. 

As a member of the Heath Government, I was 

closely involved in the administration of the 

policy. And, as with price controls, I came to 

learn that that kind of policy for incomes was 

not a sustainable answer to the problem. In 

a speech in 1976 I set out a list of objections 

to any kind of rigid incomes policy. I think 

they still hold good today. The first objection 

to the setting of wage targets (or "wooden norms", 

as Lord Robbins described them) is that they 

seriously distort and could, over time, destroy 

the functioning of the labou~ market. Changes 

in relative wage rates are, as I said then, the 

lights that wink at each other across a market 

place in which hundreds of thousands of people 

change their jobs each month. The second major 

objection is a political one. If the state 

itself attempts to simulate the market place and 

to plan relativities throughout the economy, then 

important freedoms are diminished. The third 

objection is very practical. It has not proved 

possible, despite a series of ingenious attempts, 

to evolve a practical and durable method of 
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making and enforcing these non-market jUdgements. 

The fourth objection to the establishment of an 

institutional incomes policy is the greatly 

increased leverage the trade unions (or their 

leaders) acquire over many matters that are 

properly the responsibility of the elected 

Government. Under a variety of administrations 

the unions have exacted their own price for 

formal "acceptance" of an incomes policy . They 

have secured major changes in policy , in the 

fields ~f taxation, prices, industrial relations 

law and other matters, often with harmful 

consequenc~s. In the event the risk of conflict 

between Government and _trade unions has if 

anything been increased. 

None of this is to deny that Government 

does have an important role in improving the 

processes of price and pay adjustment. It is 

certainly necessary to improve the functioning 

of the labour market so that the pay ratEB that 

emerge are not such as to price people out of 

jobs. The monopoly power of large trade unions 

is a major impediment. The closed shop, the 

law relating to picketing and other trade union 

privileges are all factors unbalancing the labour 

market and contributi~g to higher unemployment . 

Since 1969, successive Governments have 

sought by legislation and other means to tackle 

these problems. Last year ' s Employment Act was 

the latest move. It will be easier to make the 

further progress that is necessary if we can 

secure more widespread understanding of the 

crucial link between labour market rigidity -
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) and indeed market rigidities of other kinds - and 

unemployment. For there are other distortions 

that have contributed to the rise in unemployment: 

the differential between rates of pay for skilled 

and unskilled workers, and between young people 

and adults. For example, in Germany apprentice 

wages by and large progress from about 30 per 

cent of adult rates to about 50 per cent during 

the apprenticeship. Here the range is usually 

much higher: in 1979 the figures for engineering 

were 42j per cent to 80 per cent and . for the 

building industry 50 per cent to 90 per cent. 

The relation between benefit levels and rates of 

pay is another factor: this is why we are making 

a number of changes in relative benefit levels 

and in their tax treatment. And why we are seeking 

to reduce various other obstacles to labour 

mobility, in the housing market, for example. 

Besides reducing labour market rigidities, 

we also have a responsibility to spread greater 

understanding of the implications of monetary 

and fiscal polidies, and to influence inflation 

expectations. As I explained in a speech in 

1975, Government's intention to reduce the rBte 

of monetary growth "needs to be spelt out in a 

coherent stabilisation policy, intended to 

spread over three or four years". This was the 

thinking that-lay behind our publication of the 

Medium Term Financial Strategy. I was interested ' 

to see a recent study by the Hamburg Institute~ 

which attributed Germany's success in containing 

inflation after the second oil shock to 

widespread belief in the determination of the 
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authorities to stick to their monetary targets. 

We have also qttempted to spell out the 

conseql,Jences for employment of pay settlements 

not consistent with the monetary targets. There 

is now clear evidence of this realisation, 

particularly in th~ level of private sector pay 

settlements. People are learning - as they have 

in other countries ~that the real value of 

their incomes cannot always be guaranteed. Past 

rises in the retail prices index are having less 

influence than the realities of the current 

situation. The task now is to maintain that 

process of education and perhaps above all to 

extend its impact within the public sector. 

No~one can be satisfied with the present 

system of wage determination in the public sector. 

The problem is an intractable one. My own ideas 

on this subject have changed more than once over 

the years. In 1974 many of us thought that we 

might be able to rely exclusively upon an 

independent agency to determine relativities in 

the public sector. By 1975 I was disposed to 

argue for indexation of public sector wages, to 

avoid friction at a time of high inflation. Six 

years on We can all see difficulties with each 

of those ideas. 

But what I have said all along is that the 

Government must hav~ a policy for the pay of its 

own employees. In the last resort it is only 

Government that can and must determine the resources 

that can be set aside for pay in the public service. 

We are now ready to embark once again upon the 
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task 
and acceptable 

of creating a workable/pay system for the 

civil service. We do not rule out the possibility 

of outside comparisons as one factor to be 

t "aken into accountJ but any system must ensure 
proper 

that pay rises takaJaccount of what the 

taxpayer can afford. The old comparability 

system failed to do this. Creating a new scheme 

will take some time. But the public se~tor must 

continue ~ along with the private sector, to play 

its full part in the necessary task of gearing 

down pay and prices and so improving the prospects 

for unemployment. 

The same general need applies to tbe 

nationalised industries as well. The most obvious 

way of improving the level of nationalised 

industry investment, for example, is to change 

the balance between 6urrent and capital spend{ng 

in the industries themselves. Part of the 

answer lies in seeking to strengthen the external 

disciplines on wages and other costs: by opening 

some industries to a measure of competition, by 

returning all or part of others to the private 

by referring individual industries to 

the Monopolies and Mergsrs Commission, Rnd by 

setting firm limits on external financing. 

The problem is magnified by the tendency of wages 

in this sector to move very 810sely together. 

Obviously we have not yet got the complete 

answer. 

I have long believed that the chances of securine 

greater responsibility on the part of wage bargainer's 

will be enhanced,~, by a~ much openness as possible inthe 

Government's approach to economic management. The 
..,~ 
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unduo influence and disproportionate power of 

particular interest groups needs to be exposed by 

wider and more open consultation. It is only by 

making clear the nature of the national cash limit 

and the demands applied to it that we can discuss ' 

with sufficient effect the influence and rol~ that 

each of the major participants can play. This is why 

we have tried within the framework of NEDC to promote 

wide~ discussion on these matters. We do this not 

with a view to striking a deal of any kind, but 

gradually to promote a wider~r~nging dis6u5sion wh~re 

each party is helped to realise the claims that others 

have upon the economy. There is still a very long way 

to go. It may be that Government itself has not yet 

been open enough. Trade unions too must continue to 

develop their willingness to join others in recognisini 

the need for open and informed discussion of pay 

and competitiveness. 
>" 

The NEDC then has opportunities of this kind to 

develop its role. So too do bodies such as the 

Treasury and Civil Service Select Committee, whose 

role is to provide a non-partisan commentary on 

Government policy. Indeed it could be particularly 

instructive if the Committee now felt dispos~d 

to study the case for constructive reforms of the ' 

labour market and the case for pay moderation 

in the context of the need for improving 

competitiveness and controlling the costs of the 

public sector. 

Removing other rigidities 

But it is not only pay which needs td ' adjust 

more quickly if we are to minimise the costs of 

reducing inflation. The sa~e need appli~s to 
)..4. 
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prices. Thus the progress we have made on the supply 

side of the economy. which will have beneficial long

term effects. wi 11 a Iso ease the process of transition. 

We have removed Government controls - on prices as 

well as wages. dividends and the movement of currency 

across the exchanges - and we are taking other steps 

to strengthen the forces of competition. for example. 

by widening the scope of the Monopolies and Mergers 

Commission. The combination of monetary deceleration 

and monopoly pricing could spell only loss of output 

and loss of employment. But if prices can adjust 

. more freely to changed market conditions, this 

difficulty is greatly reduced. 

Conclusion 

Squeezing inflation out from an economy which 

has become accustomed to high rates over a period of 

years cannot be an easy or painless task. We have 

made a good start, but we still have a long way to go. 

It is not sufficient to apply anti-inflationary 

policies for a brief period. That would not 

permanently conquer inflation and it would condemn us 

to a continuation of our long economic decline. It 

will be particularly tempting to relax our vigilance 

as the economy begins to grow again, to fall back into 

bad old habits and throwaway the hard-won gains. 

All my exp_E:!l"'_i_ence leads me to the conviction that 
we must resist this temptation. Proper monetary 

control must be maintained and the inflationary 

mentality must be 8r"cJlc ;rd.od ~ in GIlVfll ' fHIl 1Irtf; , 

and among j nr! i v 1 dl1i11 !:1 • WIIBrl WfJ Iliil/f;j drnllJ t,lt~d: 

W8 will find that low inflation or even prico 

stability need not be painful. Indeod I am 

c: n n v J fll! L1 d t h GI t tit [J tJ td~ 8 ,3 L uri n-f' 1 a tId n wi 11 

prove the key to th~ regeneration of our economy. 
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Objectives of Monetary Policy: 

Past and Present 

I 

May I begin by saying how honoured I feel at being asked to deliver this 
lecture. I listened with rapt admiration to its inauguration last year by the 
Governor of the Bank of England to whose calm head and sober perspective 
we owe so much of what stability there has been in our distraught and 
deranged economy in recent years; and I know that I cannot maintain that 
standard. But it is a stimulus to do what is possible . 

Let me first explain my intentions. It would be idle in my present position 
for me to discuss the technicalities of current financial problems. But it has 
occurred to me that some survey of the general aims and objectives of the 
ideas which have dominated monetary policy in this country during the last 
half century and some glance at present conceptions may not be outside the 
spirit of Lord Mais's foundation; and this I propose to attempt. My lecture 
will thus fall into four parts. In the first I shall consider changes of thought 
regarding internal financial policy since 1925. In the second I shall turn to 
external financial relations in the same period. Thirdly and fourthly I shall 
consider present problems in both these aspects. As you will realise from the 
nature of this programme, the treatment must be highly impressionistic. But I 
hope I shall avoid superficial detail. 

II 

I begin with the period 1925-31 when the main internal and external objec
tives were the same, namely to maintain the parity of the pound sterling. As I 
think it would now be commonly agreed that the parity chosen in 1925 was an 
inappropriate overvaluation, this decision involved all sorts of troubles: a 
disastrous coal strike, continuing unemployment, and trouble with the bal
ance of payments. If one contemplates the vicissitudes during this period of 
the recommendations for policy of John Maynard Keynes, his advocacy of 
tariffs and his growing economic nationalism, it is easy to see in these reac
tions desperate attempts to escape the results of the folly of the decision of 
1925. It is also easy to imagine that, if the policy had been adopted at an 
earlier date after the war of a return to gold at a devalued parity the history, 
not only of this country but of the entire western world might have been 
different. 

Then came the Great Depression of the thirties; and in spite of the fact that 
in 1931 the attempt was abandoned to maintain sterling at the 1925 parity, 
unemployment developed on a scale which, as a percentage of the working 
population, has not been seen since that day. It was in those times that the 
idea of government spending to offset the decline of private investment, 
either by way of long-term loans or an unbalanced budget, began to influence 
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public opinion on a large scale, backed, as it was, by the sensational break 
with much traditional opinion regarding the capital market, in the shapf>4 . 
Keynes's General Theory. Later on these views were immensely strengtht J 
by the palpable effect on employment of increased government spending on 
re-armament which, by the spring of 1939, when unemployment was still 
about 1,300,000 - a much larger percentage of the working force than the 
same figure would be now - had led Keynes to warn that movements already 
taking place were beginning to make the assumption of underemployment 
invalid . 

It is against this background of inter-war experience that the celebrated 
White Paper on Employment Policy, issued under the auspices of the war
time Coalition, must be interpreted. This was a very moderate document, 
denounced as such by Beveridge in his Full Employment in a Free Society 
where he took as his leading principle the maxim that in the labour market 
demand should always be in excess of supply - a principle which, although I 
do not think he realised it, was clearly absolutely a recipe for non-stop 
inflation. But in order to understand the commitment to 'high levels of emp
loyment' which the Coalition document certainly gave, it must be realised that 
the opinion at that time prevalent among most economists of the English 
speaking world was that, after a brief restocking boom at the end of the war, 
the main problem would be deflation rather than inflation, and therefore that 
the business of government in this respect would be to sustain aggregate 
demand rather than to restrain it. I am quite sure that among those who were 
responsible for the drafting of the White Paper there was no intention of 
commitment to a policy of letting the value of money be determined by the 
demand for wages and salaries, however unrelated that might be to the value 
of the product. 

As we know, the history of the years after the war was the reverse of the 
expectation on which the White Paper was based. Indeed for a very long time 
the percentage of unemployment was far less than even Beveridge, who had 
promised an average of three per cent if his ideas were accepted, had 
expected. This indeed had, in my opinion, very adverse results on conceptions 
of appropriate policy. An unemployment percentage often below two per 
cent had only to rise a decimal point or two, when politicians of all parties -
and even the quality newspapers - would express grave apprehensions and 
hasten to adjust policy accordingly . At an early stage the decline in the 
purchasing power of money in this country brought with it all sorts of inimical 
tendencies as regards production and distribution, not to mention trouble 
with the balance of payments, all of which might have been avoided if this 
internal overheating of the economy had not taken place. And it is surely 
clear that the main raison d'etre of the disastrous policies of the early seven
ties - the Heath inflation - sprang from fears aroused by the rise in unemp
loyment more or less inevitably caused by the stabilisation of a devalued 
pound which had begun under Mr Jenkins's Chancellorship. It cannot be said 
that the go've-rnment responsible was not warned of the probable consequ
ences of what they were doing: a group of some of the best of the younger 
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economists led by the late Harry Johnson - and including Professor Griffiths
r ote a prophetic protest to the Prime Minister of the day predicting the 
'- :gers to which he was exposing the economy. But I doubt whether their 
very moderate and correct analysis received any consideration whatever. 

It is sometimes said that the conceptions of policy which were dominant 
during the period I have been discussing were appropriately to be described 
as Keynesian. Whether this is correct or not is not, I think, a matter which is 
fruitful to discuss, for there are almost as many varieties of points of view of 
those who are designated as Keynesians as there are persons concerned. But I 
think it is important to distinguish such points of view from those of Keynes 
himself; for to attribute to him approval of most of the errors of judgement 
which have led us into the pickle in which we find ourselves is to commit a 
grave injustice . It is true that his important and influential work, the General 
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, has been described as essentially 
the economics of depression; and in my opinion there is something in this 
description. But to judge Keynes's outlook in the last years of his life by his 
prescriptions for dealing with acute deflation and not to take account of his 
How to Pay for the War which is a prescription for dealing with incipient 
inflation, is radically to dis·tort the perspective. It is probably wasted effort to 
spend much time speCUlating on what a great man might have said in circums
tances which had not arisen when he died. But it is my profound impression 
that Keynes would not have viewed with complacency the inflationary ten
dencies of the last quarter of a century and that, had he lived, his protests 
against them would have been as pronounced as his protests against the 
deflation tendencies of the inter-war period. 

III 

I now turn to considerations of external policy . 
As is well known, in the days of the Gold Standard the division between 

internal and external objectives of policy was of relatively minor significance. 
Apart from a few currency cranks whose views carried little or no weight, the 
idea of a common basis for money in the western world was more or less 
taken for granted; and though there were numerous problems concerned with 
the stability of local banking systems and the size of reserves, the idea of 
national independence in this respect was not at all prominent. What discus
sion there was related to the international system as a whole. The bi-metallic 
controversy of the last half of the nineteenth century, in so far as it was not 
stoked up by the interests of the silver producers, was essentially of this 
nature and not so uninteresting as Oscar Wilde thought it w.as; and the begin
nings of discussion among professional economists regarding the regulation of 
the future value of money was likewise principally concerned with interna
tional action. At the end of his life, Alfred Marshall wrote to Keynes that he 
was convinced that monetary reform, if it came, had to be international in 
character. 

But the First World War with its recourse to unequal issues of paper money 
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by the respective combatants and therefore with the mechanisms governing 
national balances of payments unrelated to a common standard, Changed::J~1 
that: and the attempt in 1925 to restore a sterling-dollar relationship We. . 
frightfully botched that in some ways it made things worse. Thus concern w (h 
national policy was, so to speak, forced upon public opinion by the break-up 
in 1914 of the international standard and the lamentable failure to restore its 
effectiveness when the war was over. In the years immediately following the 
war Keynes saw no alternative but a return to gold. But even before 1925, in 
his Tract on Monetary Reform, he was considering independent national 
action to set a good example to others. 

In the end the collapse of the pound sterling in 1931 and the uncertainties 
regarding the dollar after 1933, not to mention the troubles of these countries 
- the so called Gold Block - which attempted to maintain a stable relationship 
with gold, completed the process. It may be that such developments were 
inevitable; but certainly, even when the disorganisation created by uncertain
ties of exchange rates were generally realised and attempts were beginning to 
be made, via the tripartite agreement between the US, UK and France, to 
introduce some order into the situation, it was the co-ordination of national 
policies rather than the acceptance of a common standard which was the 
order of the day. 

It is against this background of inter-war confusion and the change in 
outlook which accompanied it that the attempt to create a new international 
monetary system must be considered. Both Keynes and White, the initiators 
of thought in their respective centres, were intent on eliminating the disor
derly relationships between different currency centres which had prevailed. In 
its origin the Keynes plan was the more ambitious. He actually produced a 
scheme for an international money which would automatically reduce the 
deflationary pressures attributed to the gold standard. But this ran against the 
alleged unwillingness of the US Congress to bear the unlimited liabilities of a 
creditor position which was then assumed to be likely to last forever. It also 
contained fewer safeguards against inflation than might have been regarded 
as desirable. Eventually, as we all know, there emerged the establishment of a 
fund of different currencies, available to its various members on rules which 
permitted changes of exchange outside very narrow limits only by common 
consent. 

Now I may have a lingering personal interest in events in which as an 
official I played a humble role. But I confess that I still think that the agree
ment which brought the International Monetary Fund into being was a not
able achievement - one of the few attempts at international co-operation 
which have had any meaning; and certainly it has built up a secretariat which, 
in various ways, has contributed greatly to expert discussion and advice. 

Unfortunately, as regards its operations, it had various inbuilt defects 
which, as time has gone on, have gradually shown themselves. 

First, as regards constitution, its makers did indeed avoid the fatal error of 
the one state one vote system which makes such utter nonsense of the Assem
bly of the United Nations: votes weighted according to a complicated formula 
~ 
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were adopted. But the size and composition of the executive council were 
rl)propriate for discussion of the degree of secrecy necessarily involved in 
'-- 19ing the par values of important currencies. The result has been that all 
such changes have been decided by other methods. The reference to the 
council was just ritual rubber stamping. 

Secondly the rules permitting changes of rates in conditions of a fundamen
tal disequilibrium which was inadequately defined, tended to give rise to the 
build-up of speculative positions long after change had become desirable, by 
reason either of unequal rates of inflation or changes in the terms of trade. In 
consequence, there developed a reaction favouring completely free floating -
of which more later. 

Finally the drafting of the agreement and its interpretation by the US 
Congress resulted in effect that the ultimate basis of the system involved a 
dollar which in fact was far less susceptible of change than other currencies. 
The result was that, when the US position came under strain, for a long time 
nothing could be done about it and then eventually there was a breakdown 
into a system of floating rates for the main currencies - which was just what 
the founders of the Fund had intended to avoid. 

I still think the IMF has 'its uses and potentialities, especially when a gov
ernment which has been pursuing radically destabilising policies wishes to 
change course but desires to have some other institution on which to put the 
blame. But it would be idle to argue that there is at present any consensus 
whatever regarding desirable international monetary policy, such as seemed 
to prevail at its inception. 

IV 
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to ric cost accounting, and the general erosion of standards of public and 
private honesty, to see what can be done to a hitherto stable society by r~s 
of inflation of the kind we have experienced in the last few years. rl 

So what? There are still some who, looking at the historic record, point 6tlt 
that metallic standards have never deteriorated in this way unless the subject 
of wilful debasement by governments. They may still be right in urging that, 
given the pressures on most kinds of governments, we cannot do better than 
this . But I am sure that, among expert opinion at least, they are a minority 
whatever may be the desires of a substantial proportion of the rest of human
ity. Most expert opinion has, so to speak, eaten of the tree of the knowledge 
of good and evil as regards gold. It knows that its relative stability is largely a 
matter of geological and technological accident; and it thinks we ought to be 
able to do better. A stable money which does not depend on digging metal 
from one place and depositing it in another is still a common aspiration 
among men of good will not infected by cynicism. 

What then are the causes of inflation under paper moneys? Over the course 
of history, even modern history, probably the principal causes have been, 
quite simply, excessive spending on the part of governments. Either because 
of the pressures of war or because of the subtler pressures of desire for growth 
or welfare, governments, unrestrained by the obligations of convertibility 
have indulged in demand inflation. Excessive creation of money and credit
these are simple matters to understand, although the necessary political 
mechanism for restraining them is not perhaps so simple. 

In recent years, however, there have been influences which are more com
plex. If the terms of trade turn against an economy, say because of a cartel 
controlling important raw materials, then, in the absence of an increase of the 
supply of money and credit from some quarter or other, people have less to 
spend on other things and demand in such quarters falls off. But if, in com
pensation for this deprivation, new money and credit is created, then, failing 
some extraordinary increase in productivity, inflation will take place. The 
same sort of reasoning applies to the prices of services. If rates rise appreci
ably above the value of the production in respect of which they are paid, then 
either with constant aggregate expenditure, there is unemployment or, if new 
money and credit are created, you have inflation. It is, of course, true that, in 
either of these cases, increased expenditure may be financed by a more inten
sive use of money and credit. But clearly there is a limit. It is safe to say that 
continuing inflation arising from increasing costs can only be mainly financed 
from increases in the supply of money and credit - until all confidence in the 
future value of the currency concerned has vanished. 

This brings me to the question of monetarism. Monetarism has become a 
dirty word nowadays among those who positively prefer policies which ignore 
the effects of variations in the supply of money. It is therefore probably 
incumbent on anyone who insists on the importance of this factor to spell out 
exactly where he stands. In my judgment the essential truth of the so-called 
monetarist attitude - the truth to which I should be willing to subscribe - is 
the contention that continuing marked disparities, either way, between the 
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rate of change of output and the rate of change in the money supply lead to t aging changes in the value of money . 
. lch is the extent of my agreement with the so-called monetarist point of 
v w. Now for qualifications positive and negative - remember always that I 
am still dealing with internal problems ignoring international complications. 

First, I repudiate the suggestion that any sane monetarist regards the 
influence of the supply of money as uniquely and at all times correlated with 
the volume of production. This accusation is frankly tilting at windmills. It is 
abundantly clear that, in the short period, there may be, and indeed are, 
fluctuations in velocity (or the demand for money) which also influence the 
volume of output. This has been again and again emphasised by the monetar
ists themselves, especially Friedman. All that is claimed is that sharp falls in 
the value of money are not likely to go far if the rate of increase of the money 
supply is held to a constant target. 

So much by way of vindication of a position which is often misrepresented. 
There are however two respects in which I must part company with this 
outlook. The first relates to causation. Your true blue monetarist denies the 
significance of cost inflation. A rise in costs is a once for all business, he 
contends: and, while it may cause unemployment, it is not cumulative in its 
effect on the value of money: It is always the government which is to blame 
rather than those who demand disproportionate rates of pay and prices. 
Perhaps controversy in this respect is a matter of semantics. But I personally 
am not prepared to concede that oligopolistic demands for prices and rates of 
pay far exceeding the value of the product are not to be called, in common 
language, inflationary. I agree that, if there is no response via increasing the 
supply of money, the results are more likely to be unemployment then con
tinuing decline in its value. But I am not prepared to exempt such claims from 
any part in the causation of inflation. That seems to me to put too severe a 
limitation on the notion of a cause: and to provide excuses for conduct which 
does not deserve them. 

My second reserve concerns policy. A rigid monetarist denies all place in 
his strategy for overall stabilisation to variations of fiscal policy. I am not 
inclined to go as far as this. I agree that, if monetary policy conforms to the 
monetarist criterion, then recourse to tinkering about with the budget may be 
eventually unnecessary; and I am sceptical of the so-called 'fine tuning' of 
years past, here and in the United States. But I am certainly not prepared to 
pass a self-denying ordinance in this respect and to forswear in all circums
tances recourse to any fiscal instruments - for instance the regulator. It is not 
difficult for me to conceive of practical situations in which a combination of 
monetary and fiscal policy is sensible. 

i now turn to an entirely different conception of policy - the conception 
which, conceiving most of the inflations of recent years to have been started 
on the cost side, urges that the most effective way of dealing with this is the 
policy of an overall control of incomes. This is usually combined with a 
recommendation of overall control of prices. But since this is so obviously a 
political cosmetic and since, the control of public service prices apart, it so 
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dearly complicates unnecessarily the administrative problem, difficult enough 
in all conscience, I leave it undiscussed. 

Now let me make it clear that, so far as the sections · ich the..gm~o 
ment is directly involved there must e an Incomes olic . The government'1s 
t e u I er; an an emp oyer w 0 goes Into tea r market 
wlthou c r conceptions of w a 0 a or the various ser
o. ces w IC e ~urco~ as~~ c ear ~ askIng or tr~,!- e. Doubtless such plans 
are much more ifficiili to ela60rate in t'fie pubhc than in the private sector: 
the myth of the bottomless purse dies hard; there is often no guidance from 
the market, and political considerations thrust themselves into the picture. I 
will not go into the question of what such considerations imply for the desir
able width of government administration. All that I wish to emphasise here is 
that nothing that I am going to say exem ts overnment from havin a olicy 
for wages aM Mlat~ c or or which they are dir~ctly re'§p.QnsiD e. 
-rJut the conception that I am discussing, the conception of a generaTpolicy 
forc~ntT aetual Incomes throu hout the whole economy, nahonahsed Industry 
an prIvate enterprise, &oes muc urt er t an t IS: and here it is necessary to 
make quite explicit the maIn POInts of the relevant considerations. 

I will leave undiscussed the administrative difficulties involved, though 
those members of the audience who have been concerned either in Whitehall 
or in the different branches of business, will, I imagine, agree that the addi
tional burden of interpreting and arguing about individual problems is very 
formidable . Indeed, in our own recent history it must have subtracted a 
substantial amount of time which otherwise might have been devoted to 
improving our not exactly brilliant record of productivity. 

The central idea, as I understand it, of a general wages and salaries policy, 
is that if such money costs can be kept roughly in line with the value of the 
Gross National Product, then inflation will not take place; and policy as 
regards money supply and general expenditure can be devoted to maintain a 
reasonable level of employment. The problem was discussed at some length 
by Beveridge, in the book to which I have already referred, whose recom
mendation of a demand for labour always in excess of supply certainly raised 
it in a very acute form. But he preferred to rely on a rather nebulous appeal to 
understanding and good behaviour, leaving it to others to urge the more 
logical and drastic solution. 

Unfortunately things do not work out that way - in theory or in practice. 
Even in speculation in the study it is difficult to conceive of a centrally man
aged incomes policy which could take into practical account the multitudinous 
changes in the demand for and the supply of the various kinds of labour, 
which is the theoretical desideratum of this conception of policy. Much more 
probable in practice is the setting of ,*,ooden norm,:;, either completely general 
or, at best, covering widely different fields of activity, which can never be 
remotely near an approximation to the theoretical ideal. Moreover, hitherto 
in history, the imposition of wages and incomes policy has been preceded by 
rates of general public expenditure having markedly inflationary tendencies 
which set up disturbances which multiply the difficulties of achieving the ideal 
norm. 
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On top of this, in real political situations, the measures of this sort adopted 
hpe, a tendency to upset, or to threaten to upset, relativities between higher 
'\. . lower paid groups of producers: and this increases the difficulties of 
controlling the situation. In many communities people tend to attach almost 
as much importance to relativities as to absolute levels and often fight as hard 
for them. Policies which ignore such factors tend to lead to situations in which 
there are scarcities of some types of services coexisting with excesses of 
others. It is really no accident that, hitherto, attempts to control inflation 
arising on the cost side by measures of this sort, have sooner or later broken 
down, leaving behind them wreckage, both industrial and social, which takes 
some time to clear up. 

This is not to say, however, that there is no conceivable use for wages and 
salaries policies in certain very limited circumstances. Consider a position in 
which, inflation having become something of a social menace generally recog
nised as such, steps are being taken, either by action on the money supply or 
by appropriate fiscal measures, to bring it under control. In such a position 
there can be little doubt that, if wage and salary demands out of harmony with 
the proposed reduction in the rate of inflation are achieved and the govern
ment stands firm in its anti-inflationary policy, then unemployment will tend 
to increase. On the contrary~ if there is restraint in such quarters, either 
voluntary or statutory, this need not happen. This then is the genuine use of 
such policies, voluntary or compulsory, not to curb inflation - that is better 
done in other ways - but rather to prevent an increase of unemployment. 
Admittedly they cannot be expected to work for ever; all such policies known 
to me, at least in democracies, have sooner or later come to grief. Admittedly 
in practice they are liable to involve all the difficulties already discussed. But 
it is undeniable that they can have that use for short periods. 

But how precarious it all is once inflation has infected the system. If, with
out political bias, I may allude to the episodes of last winter, I would say that 
the former Prime Minister, Mr Callaghan, was quite right in his suggested 
guideline of an average increase of earnings of five per cent. Given a rate of 
growth of GNP of two per cent that would have left us perhaps another year 
to achieve the eventual goal of the elimination of inflation. But, alas, how vain 
it was to expect it to happen. Two years of income restraint, imperfect as that 
was, was too much for the powerful producers' associations with the special 
legal privileges which successive governments have conferred upon them: and 
in fact they achieved an increase in earnings considerably more than twice 
that figure. 

On the whole then, I am clear that the method of controlling inflation by 
general control of wages and salaries is one which has only limited 
justification in very exceptional circumstances; and even then it gives rise to 
false expectations. Speaking generally I am convinced that the control of 
aggregate expenditure in one way or another is still the main hope of restrain
ing the alarming decline in the value of money which has been the outstanding 
internal menace to free societies in the years since the Second World War. 
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V 

I now come, finally, to the problem of relations between national currep) ·es. 
Here I have to be more tentative than ever, since the situation and its a i-
ated problems are changing from year to year. -

Let me begin, however, with what I believe to be an incontestable proposi
tion, namely that so long as different rates of inflation in relation to the value 
of output, prevail in different areas, so long fixed rates of exchange between 
the different currencies concerned will not be permanently viable. Small areas 
may link up with large areas and may avoid exchange depreciation for a time 
by borrowing. But, in the end, if they wish to maintain a fixed rate relation
ship, they have to harmonise their monetary policy with that of the parent 
area. As for large areas, changes may for a time be averted by concerted 
action by benevolent central bankers. But if unequal rates of inflation persist, 
eventually the rates of exchange will be affected. I do not need to quote 
contemporary examples. 

Now advocacy of generally floating rates as an ideal rather than a remedy 
for a situation that has got thoroughly out of hand, has been very popular in 
the last quarter of a century. But I personally do not think that, even on the 
purely speculative plane, on which some of its advocates elect to move, this 
claim is generally tenable. This for two reasons: one analytical; one ideologi
cal. 

The analytical reason is pretty obvious, though it is odd that it should have 
received so little attention. The fundamental argument for floating rates, 
whether correct or not, is that they provide an easier way of adjusting to 
changes in international demand and supply than adjustments of money 
incomes. How much easier to let the rate of exchange go down than to risk the 
impairment of industrial relations. But in the end this rests upon the assump
tion that the recipients of money incomes are relatively indifferent to what 
happens to exchange rates, which may be true - or may have beeil true - in 
very large currency areas, but is palpably not the case in small ones. This is 
indeed one of the chief justifications for small areas linking their currencies to 
the currencies oflarger ones. But I doubt whether, save in the very large areas, 
the assumption holds that the markets for services nowadays are usually 
focused exclusively on money rewards and not on the real goods and services 
which they purchase - and these real rewards in part depend upon costs and 
prices in international markets. I am therefore reasonably clear that we have 
outlived the epoch in which governments could get away with the adverse 
results of internal policies, by simply relying on changes in rates of exchange. 

My second reason is severely practical though it involves an element of 
ideology. In the long run a system of floating rates can only be maintained if it 
involves exchange control somewhere or other. Otherwise the anticipation of 
change leads to movements of funds which may be highly disequilibrating and 
may eventually lead to the disuse of those currencies which are expected to 
deteriorate fastest. Who of us would not have liked to have had our invest
ments and pension arrangements in Swiss francs or German marks in the last 
twenty years or so if we had not been subject to severe penalties for doing so? 
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Thus, in the end, the so-called 'liberal solution' of the problem of interna
tr l currency relations proves to depend on the totally illiberal system of 
~ lOge control. The freedom that it is supposed to guarantee is only the 
freedom for the internal government to debauch the currency - or allow it to 
be debauched - at the expense of the unfreedom of the citizens to preserve 
the value of their savings. 

\ 
It is my impression that in the last few years fashionable opinion has begUn} 

to perceive that the argument for a general international system of floating 
rates involves considerably greater inconvenience than was earlier supposed . 
It will be remembered that a great cry of relief went up as what remained of 
an international system in the form of the Smithsonian agreements collapsed 
- as might have been expected. Freedom from Bretton Woods, freedom from 
any external obligations, what splendid prospects that opened - or seemed to 
open. Nowadays I suspect that responsible opinion is coming to the view that, 
whatever might be the case in a world in which each currency area was 
committed to maintaining stability in the internal value of money, and 
exchange markets looked after changes in the terms of trade, we are a long, 
long way from that. The international monetary position is highly unsatisfac
tory and indeed pregnant witl). all sorts of considerable trouble. 

But where then are we to turn? 
I am afraid I do not see much prospect for the re-creation or perhaps better 

said the creation of an international system devoted to maintaining the pur
chasing power of money at fixed exchange rates. I still value what remains of 
the IMF with its dedicated expert staff and their influence. But I do not see 
the special drawing rights as at present constituted as a suitable basis for such 
a system. I remember with some sympathy the remark of a high international 
expert who said that he would believe in SDRs in that role when his wife 
asked him for a necklace composed of such paper. As for possible reinforce
ments, I have sometimes thought of Irving Fisher's compensated gold unit as 
a backing, provided that it was somewhat modified in both how it was man
aged and in its basis. But although the popularity of gold as an investment 
shows that there is a considerable body of opinion which might be attracted 
by such a solution, such is the irony of history - it would have to confront the 
implacable opposition of the massed body of much American expert opinion 
to anything related to gold! As for an international standard directly related 
to stocks of commodities, although in some ways not unattractive, I should be 
doubtful of its successful management; especially given the present frame of 
mind of the less prosperous 'developing countries' who doubtless would 
clamour in vast numbers for representation on its management. 

In my judgment, a completely international system cannot be created yet 
awhile, even if that were thought to be more desirable than other imperfect 
arrangements. But we can possibly hope to eliminate some of the elements of 
instability in the present international situation by some consolidation of 
financial arrangements among the countries of Western Europe. I agree with 
the view that a strong Western European currency, although not ideal, would 
solve many local problems in this important area; and I think that its relation-
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ship with the dollar and other currencies need not give rise to the difficulties 
which have recently beset the international financial situation. 1"'\ 

But having said this about Western Europe, I would wish to add iml j i
ately that I am convinced that we need to go much beyond the present 
arrangements and proposals which are fashionable and thought to be advis
able in this respect. I am sure that, with different rates of growth in money 
supply in the different Western European centres, a system of fixed exchange 
rates must inevitably break down: and although ad hoc adjustments may from 
time to time be possible, the fact that they may have to take place, necessarily 
impedes the objective of the whole system. 

How can this be avoided? It is of course conceivable that, in the absence of 
exchange control, the most stable of the various currencies might attract so 
much use that it became eventually the main money of the entire area. Alter
natively, it might be that the central Commission of the Community might 
embark on the issue of a new money parallel with existing currencies, but 
guaranteed to be so managed as to maintain a constant value in terms of a 
representative collection of commodities. This too, if allowed to be freely 
used for all transactions within the community, might speedily become the 
predominant Western European medium of exchange: and, although it has 
not been canvassed widely in this country, it certainly commands the support 
of some of the best of the younger economists on the continent. 

Whatever form such a change might take, the fundamental desideratum is 
this: that eventually there should be one Western European money so that 
transactions between what are now areas of independent money supply should 
involve no more complications than at present take place with transactions 
within these areas. Confronted as we now are with states, with different 
historic origins and different fiscal systems, which insist that whatever hap
pens they must retain sovereignty in every conceivable respect, this is doubt
less a tall order and perhaps unlikely to happen. But, in the last' analysis, I 
doubt very much whether eventually the different societies of Western 
Europe will survive unless they are prepared to readjust to some sort of 
federal unity - and of such unity a common money must be an important, 
although by no means the only, essential feature . 

VI 

In concluding I would like to emphasise what has been the main thought 
animating my remarks in the second half of this lecture which is simply that, 
somehow or other, inflation must be stopped, at any rate in the main Western 
states of the world. I do not think that all problems would be solved by stable 
monetary conditions in such areas: we should still be confronted with the 
many real problems of production and distribution. But the instability of units 
of account creates a multiplicity of complications which ought to be unneces
sary; and internal stability and orderly relations between states would be 
immensely facilitated if they were absent. 
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Let me end by quoting some words from the last sentences of a public 
IjP'He which I delivered some years ago. 'Stop the inflation,' I said, 'that is 
'- .?aramount need of the moment in the economic sphere: if we meet 
it ... we have still a future of high promise. If we do not then I fear that our 
days are numbered, certainly as a great power, perhaps even as a stable 
society.' These words were uttered in 1951. They are still applicable. Indeed 
they are much more urgent: and the problems involved are much more com
plex. 
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(' Reflections on the Conduct 
of Monetary Policy 

I must begin by saying what a privilege and pleasure it is for me to have been 
invited to inaugurate this new series of lectures in the field of banking and finance 
which are to take place annually at The City University. It is a fitting tribute to 
the energy and broad interests of Lord Mais, who in 1973 as Chancellor of this 
University and Lord Mayor launched the appeal for funds to set up this Uni
versity'S Centre for Banking and International Finance, that these lectures 
should bear his name. 

This academic occasion provides me with a welcome opportunity to speak at 
greater length than is usually possible - or indeed acceptable - at a public 
function, and I propose t6 use it by sharing with you some reflections on the 
conduct of monetary policy, ·as they have formed in my mind over the past five 
eventful years. By so doing I shall hope to contribute to the public debate on 
monetary policy - a debate which I whole-heartedly welcome. 

The City University is an especially appropriate place for me to do so . A 
personal reason is that it gives me the occasion, before the departure of Dr 
Parkes for the University Grants Committee where his expertise in the elasticity 
or dynamic plasticity of academic structures will be fully tested, to discharge 
some part of my debt of gratitude for the Honorary Doctorate of Science 
conferred on me some two years ago by this University during his Vice
Chancellorship - although the moral of my lecture, that the conduct of monetary 
policy is an art rather than a science, might be taken to suggest that he gave me 
the wrong degree. ' 

Another reason is that this University, through its relationship with the City 
and its institutions, established with them in the ten years of its existence, has 
been able to combine intellectual rigour and practical relevance in its academic 
approach to banking and international finance: this is one of the objectives of the 
Centre and finds its personification in its Director, Professor Brian Griffiths. 

We are now at an historical juncture when the conventional methods of 
economic policy are being tested. The principles on which we have conducted 
economic policy since the war are having to be reassessed, because, with chang
ing conditions, we are no longer so certain of being able to achieve what once 
seemed possible . At the same time, the greater emphasis on monetary policy has 
occasioned new initiatives in ways of conducting it. The present is therefore a 
suitable time to try to take stock . 

What I have to say today falls conveniently under three main headings. First, I 
shall review the change in our ideas about monetary policy since the Radcliffe 
Committee reported, and will discuss the shift of emphasis towards concern with 



,the monetary aggregates. Second, I shall attempt to consider more systematic-
. ally the place of monetary policy in the management of the economy. And th·' 
I shall review some of the problems of implementing monetary policy - c£ 
management of the growth of the aggregates; of the choice of aggregate for the 
control variable; and the case for what are sometimes known as 'rolling targets' . 

The recent development of monetary thought 

It may be helpful to start with an historical perspective. We tend to forget how 
much our ideas change in only a few years. It makes our present ideas clearer if 
we see them standing in contrast to what we thought earlier; and it is salutary to 
have to work out why we think that we now know better than we did five or ten or 
twenty years ago. A convenient landmark is the Radcliffe Report published in 
1959. 

The change in ideas since the Radcliffe Report 

The doctrine of the Radcliffe Report was always complex and is perhaps difficult 
to summarise fairly in today's changed climate of ideas. The Radcliffe Com
mittee saw the monetary system more as a set of institutions supporting numerous 
flows of funds, than as a set of institutions providing a stock of means of 
payment. Monetary policy was seen as acting on total demand mainly by affect
ing the ease of access to finance, or what was more vaguely called the 'liquidity of 
the economy'. Changes in monetary policy took their effect through changes in 
interest rates: the latter (it was argued) altered the liquidity position of financial 
institutions, and this in turn affected the availability of funds to borrowers. The 
difference from present-day thought is illustrated by a quotation from the 
Report: 'The authorities thus have to regard the structure of interest rates rather 
than the supply of money as the centre-piece of the monetary mechanism. This 
does not mean that the supply of money is unimportant, but that its control is 
incidental to interest rate policy' . \ 

The Committee were mainly looking, as we do not today, for quick tangible 
effects from monetary measures on the level of demand. The Report left a clear 
impression that its authors believed that monetary policy had little such effect, 
and that what effect it did have was not aJlito the good. They found it difficult to 
believe that 'any of the changes in interest rates' had much influence - though 
some effect on demand probably resulted from the 'diffused difficulty of borrow
ing'. But 'the really quick substantial effects', they concluded, 'were secured by 
the hire purchase controls' - though these had disruptive effects on particular 
industries. That, as they said, was 'far removed from the smooth and widespread 
adjustment sometimes claimed as the virtue of monetary action: this is no gentle 
hand on the steering wheel that keeps a well-driven car in its right place on the 
road'. 

The Bank did not entirely share this scepticism, as its evidence to the Com
mittee demonstrated. The Radcliffe Report failed to establish a consensus. It 
did, however, provide a focus for monetary debate, and one strand of the Bank's 
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Competition and Credit Control 

The aims of Competition and Credit Control were twofold. First, it was a move 
away from reliance on direct restrictive controls in the monetary sphere. They 
had remained in being far longer tha'n appropriate for the health of the banking 
system, and such restraining effects as they had were being increasingly eroded. 
More positively, it was a move towards a system in which market forces could 
playa predominant role. As I have already indicated, importance was now 
attached to the monetary aggregates; their rate of growth was to be controlled by 
the market instrument of interest rates. 

A change on these lines was clearly desirable and indeed overdue. None
theless the results over the ensuing two years have provoked serious criticism. 
There was rapid expansion of the monetary aggregates, and the economy did in , 
fact expand rapidly - though in some large part no doubt because the stance of 
fiscal policy was strongly expansionary. And prices later started to rise rapidly
though here again other factors, including a world-wide commodity boom, have 
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also to be taken into account. I shall not attempt to disentangle the complex 
strands of causation, but some points may be remarked. 

The removal of earlier restrictions over the growth of bank lending allowed 
the banks to recapture a share of the business which controls had caused to be 
undertaken through non-banking channels. Such reintermediation was indeed 
natural, as. the banks benefited from their comparative efficiency in the provision 
of services. In addition we had hoped that this process would go further: that 
some of the business undertaken by the fringe institutions which had grown up 
during the 1960s would be taken over by the longer-established banks. In the 
event, however, this transfer was to some considerable degree frustrated by the 
more general expansion in lending which took place. 

In the two years to September 1973, M3 grew at an average annual rate of 
about 26%, compared with about a 10% rise in MI. Part of the increase in br9ad 
money was possibly associated with a general preference for increased liquidity 
at a time of uncertainty surrounding the future course of inflation and interest 
rates; part undoubtedly reflected the sort of reintermediation I have touched on 
above; and part reflected the arbitrage which developed when companies found 
it profitable to borrow on their lines from the banks and on-lend in the wholesale 
money markets. To the extent that these factors represented shifts in the 
demand for money function rather than an excess creation of money, their 
effects on the real economy were likely to have been much less significant. 

The process of reintermediation was accompanied by a number of other 
developments. In the financial sphere the banks - here and in many industrial
ised countries - were shifting towards 'liability management'. In expanding their 
loan books they began to pay less attention than before to the resources already 
available to them, since they could if necessary make up any deficiency by 
recourse to the wholesale money markets. This was facilitated by the encourage
ment of cOl;npetition in the banking system in 1971. With banks increasingly 
prepared to compete for wholesale deposits in this way, tire development of the 
broader monetary aggregates came increasingly to depdnd on interest rate 
relativities - between wholesale money rates, Treasury bill and local authority 
rates on the one hand and bank lending rates on the other - rather than on the 
average level of rates. In 1972 and 1973 for example the major banks competed 
extremely vigorously to expand the size of their books and their individual share 
of the market; this helped to bring about a pattern of interest rates conducive to 
very rapid expansion. The Supplementary Special Deposits scheme was pre
cisely tailored to arrest this develoPIQent: after its introduction at the end of 1973 
the differential between rates of interest offered on wholesale deposits and 
charged on loans widened and the rate of growth of wholesale deposits fell back. 
However it is hard to know how much this was due directly to the impact of the 
scheme and how much due to other factors. 

The Government over this period was deliberately promoting a faster rate of 
economic growth. To revive slack domestic activity against a background of 
mounting concern for unemployment>, an expansionary budget in the spring of 
1971 was followed by further tax reductions and increases in expenditure in July, 
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')P4. another reflationary budget in the following Spring. The public sector 
\.. ~·owing requirement began to move upwards. 

fhe monetary expansion which occurred largely resulted from the con
junction of these separate factors - reintermediation, the banks' aggressive 
search for new business and with it their move to liability management, and fiscal 
expansion. Monetary expansion must have contributed to the rapid rise in asset 
prices that occurred, notably in real property. It is more difficult to decide how 
far it caused the boom in the real economy, and the acceleration in the rate of 
inflation that began to set in. Some would regard the monetary development as 
the sole, or at least the dominant, cause; others would see it as a minor 
contributing factor accompanying, and in part reflecting, other more powerful 
forces. Despite such uncertainties about the nature and the effects of the 
monetary expansion, it cannot be judged other than excessive. 

It had proved difficult to raise interest rates sufficiently to match the worsening 
inflationary environment and braking the monetary expansion by this means was 
in any case proving unacceptably slow to show its results. In these circumstances, 
after raising Minimum Lending Rate from 7V2 % to 13% during the second half 
of 1973, the Bank introduced the new mechanism of Supplementary Special 
Deposits. .. 

Since then emphasis has continued to be placed on controlling the growth of 
the monetary aggregates as a specific proximate target for policy. Only since 
1976 has this taken the form of publicly declared quantitative targets. Before 
that it constituted an internal aim: I think it is not therefore entirely accidental 
that during each of the three years 1974-1976 the growth of £M3 was about 10%, 
well below the rate of expansion of national income in current prices. This was 
achieved during a period in which inflation, though latterly declining, was at an 
explosive rate and in which the financing requirement of the public sector 
increased notably. 

The place of monetary policy in the scheme of things 

I now turn to discussing the place of monetary policy in the context of economic 
policy generally, and what we hope to accomplish by monetary policy. 

I am conscious that this aim is ambitious. This is a subject much written about 
and much disputed by economists and non-economists alike. Moreover a state
ment of view by an institution is something very different from that of an 
individual expert. An institution like the Bank differs in being first a collectivity, 
a team; in having primarily operational responsibilities; and, as such, in operat
ing in a political environment. We hope to be sensitive to new currents of 
thought; yet at the same time we much exercise our judgment and not be too 
ready to accept every change of intellectual fashion. Formulating a line of 
practical policy and trying to stick to it, while yet remaining appropriately 
flexible amid the uncertainties of day to day affairs, feels very different from 
devising ideal solutions in the seclusion of a study. 

It is, however, reasonable to expect us to seek to abstract ourselves from day
to-day pressures, and to try to systematise the philosophy that underlies our 
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actions, though of course I have no illusions that I am stating the last wop\' . 
Indeed, I hope that our critics will say why they disagree, and that thus we ' 1 
together participate in a dialectic which will contribute to the evolution of a new 
climate of public opinion. 

Monetary targets and their part in general economic policy 

I will start by trying to say something about the nature of monetary targets; and 
go on to touch on some current issues about the proper way to conduct economic 
policy. 

The achievement of a monetary target is not an end of policy in itself. The real 
objectives of policy include economic growth - in the short-term, and also in the 
long-term: and stemming from this the provision of sufficient investment for the 
future, and of adequate employment opportunities. They include also price 
stability, both as a major end in itself, and as a means to much else; and as a 
means if not an end, they include maintaining an appropriate relation to the rest 
of the world and a prudent balance of payments stance. It could be argued that 
monetary policy is but one instrument of policy, along with fiscal policy, ex
change rate policy and, to the degree that it is possible, incomes policy; and that 
all such policies should be jointly set so as to achieve the desired feasible 
combination of final objectives, and should be adjusted from time to time as 
circumstances change. 

In such a context, is there a place for having a target for the single instrument 
of monetary policy? Might this not introduce an ~Iement of undesirable rigidity
particularly inappropriate, it might be though), for monetary policy, whose 
advantage has often been claimed to be that it was flexible? 

To this, however, it can be replied that we should beware of over-reacting to 
changing circumstances, and of being over-active in economic management. 
Policy changes are unsettling and disturbing in themselves. It is right that people 
should know what the broad lines of policy are, and that such policy should be 
kept on its stated course until circumstances clearly call for a reappraisal. There 
has in any case been a reaction against frequent policy adjustments, or attempts 
at what has popularly been dubbed 'fine tuning' - a reaction which is part of a 
wider disillusion with the possibilities of economic policy and the post-war 
enterprise of trying to manage the economy. 

This spirit of disillusion with demand management is justified up to a point, 
but is capable of being carried too far. To eschew demand management entirely 
would involve tenacious faith in the self-correcting properties of the private 
sector of the economy, for which the evidence is not strikingly clear. Moreover 
the economic functions of government have become so extensive that it is 
difficult to define what a neutral policy is. , 

What, however, does seem clear to me is that the conventional methods of 
demand management can only work well against a background of financial 
stability. In recent years the economic system has received so many shocks that 
the stability of the post-war world has been fractured. 

Our first order of business must, therefore, be to restore confidence in the 
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fPmework of the system. The crucial economic decisions, for example to 
\. lertake investment, involve an act of faith in the future. That faith has been 
undermined by uncertainty - uncertainty in particular about the future value of 
money, externally and internally. In times past other features of the ~~OIJgmi~ 
system, such as fixed exchan e rates-or Gfadstoman bud etar rind les were 
ffi'OUgfit to provi e some guarantee 0 sta Iity. ese restraints have now one. 

e mam ro e t er ore t at see or mone ar tar ets IS to provide the' 
framework o.f.stability within which ot er policy objectives can e more eaSily 
achieved. , .. 
~ It is e ssential for this ur ose that monetary targets should be ublicl an

!.1 unce , an at t e authOrIties reso ve e su clent to ma e that a~ce
~.I!Lfr~g&le. 15ur acts'1iave, I believe, given observers cause to regard our 
resolve as strong. This in itself has dampened fears of worsening inflation, and 
provided an appropriate backdrop against which we can continue the struggle to 
bring inflation steadily down. I would not claim that monetary policy can or 
should be left to fight inflation singlehandedly - I shall turn to this subject again 
later. But monetary targets have an important place in the relevant armoury. 

Monetar tar ets re resent a self-im osed constraint or disci line, on the 
aut orities. This can at tImes seem Ir some, the more so perhaps because the 
perrriISsible thresholds canriot be precisely and scientifically set, involving a 
considerable element of judgment. Yet the layman's apparently intuitive per
ception of the broad relationship between monetary growth and inflation -
clearer perhaps to him than to the professional who knows all the necessary 
qualifications - may well make it easier to explain and justify measures necessary 
to achieve the goal of stability but with immediately unpopular effects. We need 
a basis of public support and understanding of the limits to prudent action. 
Furthermore, quantitative mon~tary' targets Can provide a useful trigger for 
more expeditious IC aecfs· ·-- -

e mam purpose of having publicly announced monetary targets is, there
fore, to provide a basis for stability. Stability does not, however, imply rigidity. 
There can be occasions when policy needs to be adjusted because circumstances 
have changed. There is a case for adjusting monetary policy, as well as fiscal 
policy, to offset cyclical swings in the economy. In recent years, however, severe 
cyclical disturbances have been overlaid and accompanied by an even more 
menacing inflationary trend. We will not, in my judgment, be able to deal 
satisfactorily with the present recession until we can conquer our inflation 
problem, whose implications for monetary policy I now turn to discuss. 

Monetary policy and inflation 

There is, I think, a two-way connection between inflation and economic expan
sion. The common wisdom used to be that there was a trade-off: high levels of 
activity led to high rates of inflation, and lower levels of activity similarly to lower 
rates of inflation. Nowadays, with the elusiveness of what economists call the 
Phillips curve, this route to controlling inflation has seemed to become less sure. 
And yet some important part of that connection must surely remain. The 
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Governments of almost all industrial countries have acquiesced in low rates!'\. 
economic expansion in the last three years. Their motives have been manifo J' 
but a main one has been a fear of inflation; and inflation rates have fallen. And in 
this country, I think it is generally accepted that the practicable rate of economic 
expansion will depend in large part on how successful we are in moderating the 
pace of inflation. The connection is in part a matter of market forces - strong 
demand pressure would generate larger wage increases; in part semi-political
unrestrained expansion would erode the braking power of the present policy of 
pay restraint. 

The reverse connection is that - quite apart from this connection via economic 
policies - inflation impedes economic expansion by inducing caution among 
consumers, and by making business, and in particular investment, so much less 
predictable. If we could reduce inflation, this would itself generate a faster 
expansion in the' private economy. The expansion we sacrifice in order to deal 
with inflation is less than might appear. 

One should recognise that the blame for inflation rests not on any simple 
cause, but rather on a multitude of political and economic pressures. Is it not 
clear enou h that our s stem has a stron inflationar bias? In recenCy ears 
annual wage mcreases ave become the accepted norm, though there is no logic 
in this. The size of wage increases moreover depends on an unco-ordinated and 
to some degree competitive process in which, to say the least, the collective 
effect on price stability does not naturally act as a dominant consideration. 
Governmentally-inspired efforts at pay restraint take their rationale from these 
circumstances. In our post-war history there has been a succession of attempts at 
such policies, some more successful than others; and I would guess that we are 
destined to continue the effort. Such policies have their obvious shortcomings 
and considerable attendant disadvantages. Nevertheless from the point of view 
of monetary policy we should welcome whatever success they c«n achieve, while 
giving them in turn all the support from monetary policy that We can devise. 

I would not want to suggest that there is always a direct, simple chain of 
causation running from the money supply to the price-level. Indeed, it is gener
ally recognised that inflation can, at least for a time, follow a life of its own quite 
independent of current or past monetary developments. The peak of recent 
inflation in the United Kingdom three years ago owed much both to the rise of 
world commodity prices in 1973 and to the repercussions this had - through the 
unfortunate accident of the threshold agreements then in force - on domestic 
wages. Equally, exchange rate movements had important effects - though I 
know this raises more complicated issues on which I shall comment later. 

But though the causation may not be sim Ie, there is an observable statistical 
relation e e rowan t e ce 0 am no ere 
tfiinkmg 0 t e s or - erm re a Ions ps w ich underlie the demana for money 
equations to which I have already referred. There has been a fair measure of 
success in establishing such relationships, even though the success is far from 
complete. I think however that what is far more important is the relationship 
getween monetary growth and inflation over the longer te t;!!l . A great deal of 
work has been devoted to the study of this relationship over long time periods 
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'}1ld in many countries; and that there is such a relationship cannot, I think, be 
t _"bted. To many this provides adequate intellectual justification for 
establishing medium-term aims for the rate of growth of the money supply. 

' Some I know may still feel doubts as to how the statistical relationship 
between money and prices should be interpreted. Governments and Central 
Banks are often in effect under pressure to validate price increases stemming 
from non-monetary sources because the alternatives have seemed to be pres
sures on interest rates or on employment. It might then be questioned whether 
under such circumstances the causality could not run as much from prices to 
money as from money to prices. 

To those who doubt on some such grounds how far monetary policy can be of 
help in dealing with inflation, I would venture to address a more general defence 
of our present line of policy. The latest issue of the National Institute Economic 
Review suggests for instance that the Institute is of this school. The Institute 
base their contention on the grounds that labour market pressures in general and 
unemployment in particular do not serve greatly to moderate the wage spiral, 
unless extremely severe. With wages in their view thus determined by non
market pressures, they argue that financial targets will either fail to bite, and thus 
be ineffective; or alternatively that they will have their major impact on real 
output. But in the same issue I note that the Institute declare that the early re
establishment of reasonably full employment would be foolhardy until a solution 
is found to the problem of inflation - which, from the viewpoint of the Institute, 
depends on the adoption of incomes policies on a permanent basis. Until then, it 
is implied, the pace of expansion will have to be kept down to a strictly modest 
pace. 

I concur with this last judgment - as I have already indicated, I take the view 
that we cannot allow the economy to expand very vigorously until inflation has 
been brought down to a lower level and we have some assurance that this 
achievement will not be threatened by faster expansion. 

A monetary target both provides an overt public expression of this need for 
caution, and embodies some assurance that action will be triggered if the need 
for it arises. In the short-term if things go wrong adherence to an unchanged 
monetary target will be the equivalent of early restraining discretionary action. 
In the longer-term, the commitment to monetary targets will also ensure a 
general degree of caution. One may therefore say that in a figurative sense to 
announce such a commitment is to serve notice on all those concerned, including 
those concerned with wage bargaining, how far the authorities are prepared to 
finance inflation. It will be said that those involved in wage bargaining pay no 
heed to the size of the monetary targets. This may be so - though I would think it 
better if it were not. Yet, over time, perseverance with a policy of the sort I have 
outlined will, I believe, have an increasingly pervasive effect. As it becomes 
clear to all that faster growth can only be had with less inflation, will there not be 
more pressure to see how this can be done? 

I think one thing will be evident from what I have said . Monetary policy is 
often classed as an instrument of demand management: in practice, until we 
have made more progress with inflation, its services are likely to be pre-empted 
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by the need to use it as an instrument against inflation. Nevertheless, it is cls.at\, 
also that we need a reasonable rate of expansion; and the prospect I see is no( j 
no expansion, but of a reasonably controlled expansion. ' 

I should now refer to the relation between monetary policy and the exchange 
rate. Many monetarists would I know see the chief influence of monetary policy 
on prices as coming via this route. and would regard a floating exchange rate as 
an essential concomitant of a sound monetary policy. 

It will be plain that the Bank have not adopted the whole of this intellectual 
position. The advantages of an appreciating rate for domestic prices are evident 
enough. But as a recent issue of the Bank's Quarterly Bulletin made plain, we 
are also concerned with the effect on export prices and on the profitability of 
exports. Nor did we wholly accept the argument that capital inflows arising at a 
time when we were intervening on the exchanges to keep the rate lower than it 
would be on a free float must necessarily undermine the effectiveness of our 
monetary control. Indeed for ten months of last year - when massive inflows I occurred - this was not the case. A time came however when we felt unable an I 
Ion er to maintain full control over the growt 0 t e money stoc Wit t 
settmg the. exchan e rate ree to oat - concern a out exports notwlt~standin~. 

e eClsJOn made In t ose clrcun stances emp aSlses our commitment, m 
Coilditions of conflict, to contrOlling tfie monetary aggregates. • 
~ --- -------

The implementation of monetary policy 

I should now like to turn from the broad general principles of policy to the more 
technical problems of implementing monetary policy in practice. 

Management of the monetary aggregates 

The difficulties of achieving the desired path for the mon(e-tary aggregates can be 
described in various ways. Let us start by considering what influences the 
demand for money. Given the level of national income, and neglecting tempor
ary influences, we work on the theory that interest rates are the main determin
ants of the demand for money. That is the logic of our method of operating, as I 
have sought to describe it earlier in this lecture - we seek to manage the course'of 
the monetary aggregates by bringing about changes in interest rates. But it is of 
course difficult to predict the level and structure of interest rates at which the 
stock of money the public wants to hold will be brought into equality with the 
stock the authorities would like to see being held. I need not apologise for this: 
the converse of this ignorance is that how interest rates will be influenced by 
various factors is highly uncertain, a fact of life known to all market operators. 

In practice we often try to get round this difficulty by building up a forecast 
from, as it were, the 'supply' side. Thus we look separately at the main items 
which statistically speaking are the components of the money supply on a broad 
definition - such as the public sector borrowing requirement, sales to the public 
of government debt, the volume of bank lending to the private sector and 
external flows to the private sector. What we are in effect doing in such an 
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exercise is to attempt to predict what the rate of monetary expansion will be if we 
r lin from trying to change interest rates - as a preliminary to considering the 
~cd for intervention. This ,may disguise, but does not really evade, the central 
difficulty of prediction which I have just mentioned. 

We are of course kept constantly awake to this difficulty by the sheer erratic 
variability of the counterparts of the money stock with which we are dealing. For 
example, since 1974 the mean error of forecasts of the public sector borrowing 
requirement made at the beginning of each financial year has been of the order of 
£3 billion. Again, the monthly growth of bank lending frequently fluctuates from 
its trend by over £100 million; extreme fluctuations in recent years have been as 
much as three times as large as this. Moreover in the last two decades bank 
lending has been greatly affected by numerous types of official intervention and 
control; and, partly no doubt in consequence, we do not now know at all exactly 
how it is likely to respond to changes in economic or financial conditions. 

The essence of monetary management, as I see it, is to act to offset diverg
ences from forecast in these sources of monetary expansion - difficult to predict 
and control - as soon as it becomes reasonably clear that inaction is likely to 
undermine achievement ofthe monetary target. Such divergences from forecast 
are difficult to identify quickly, partly because of inevitable delays in statistical 
information about the recent past. 

A corollary is, I believe, that so long as we can see our way to bring it back 
within a few months to the charted path, we should not be unduly concerned 
when monetary growth goes temporarily off course. I do not for example see 
much case for supposing that the temporary slow-down in monetary growth last 
winter, or the temporary acceleration last autumn -largely influenced by massive 
inflows of funds from abroad - had or will have a significant effect on the 
development of the economy. Nevertheless, the long-run is a summation of 
short periods; and what is above all important is that we do not allow monetary 
developments to diverge, too long from trend. 

I know that there are critics and commentators who believe that the problem 
of maintaining control over these short-term developments could be more 
satisfactorily achieved by a change in our form of operations. They argue that 
control over some form of high-powered or base money would be more effective 
in controlling monetary growth than are our present methods. This same debate 
is occurring in several countries between Central Banks and their academic 
critics. It is the case that most Central Banks, including most of those with 
publicly quantified monetary targets, seek to affect monetary growth by varying 
the general level of interest rates. The monetary authorities in the USA, in 
Canada and in Germany., for example, operate by this method. I would not seek 
to suggest however that the methods adopted by the major central banks are, 
ipso facto, right. 

This is too large a subject to enter at this stage in my address, and I would hope 
to return to it on some future occasion. What I want to say now is that I doubt 
whether a move to base money control would enable control to be achieved with 
less variation in interest rates than at present. Indeed, the extent of interest rate 
variation that the system would have to tolerate might be considerably greater, 
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in the short-run at least, if base money control was to be rigorously imposed. 
(' 

Choice of monetary aggregate 

I turn now to the question of which of the monetary aggregates is the most 
appropriate series on which to set the target. If you plot the rate of growth of the 
alternative monetary series in the UK since 1970, particularly the series of M1 
and M3, you will see that they have followed markedly differing paths. For the 
technically minded, the correlation of the quarterly changes in these aggregates 
over this period has been only +0.1. Which series one chooses to look at can 
clearly affect one's interpretation of monetary developments. 

The broad monetary aggregate . £M3, in terms of which our present target,.is 
exp ressed, has a number of advantages over Its flvals. As I have already said, it 
can be hnKed to changes in certain key credit counte;:parts, such as the PSBR, 
bank lending, government debt sales, DCE and external financial flows, in a way 
that helps our understanding ofthe course of monetary developments. It has also 
some comparative statistical advantages; for example, it is proportionately less 
disturbed by transit items - somewhat arbitrarily treated as they are - than Ml. 

Nevertheless there are certain shortcomin s in this series which call for 
caution in its interpretahC!.n. e ve oClty of M3, the ratio of incomes to ~ 
money, has exhibited very sharp fluctuations, with a major fall during the period 
of adjustment to Competition and Credit Control, and subsequently a return to
or above - its previous average level. The econometric equations, estimated 
earlier, neither forecast nor have since adequately explained this development. 
It probably arose because (as I have already noted) the rate of growth of one of 
the major constituents of M3, wholesale deposits, depends on relative interest 
rates, rather than their general level. 

Increases in Minimum Lending Rate and in the(generallevel of interest rates 
do not of themselves bring about a shift in the relative pattern of interest rates 
that would serve to moderate the growth of wholesale deposits within M3. 
Indeed, if the increase in rates is closely connected, as it often is, with pressure 
on banks' liquidity, the relative pattern of rates is liable to adjust adversely, 
leading to even faster growth in wholesale deposits, at least temporarily . On 
occasions the path of M3 can be significantly influenced by changing competitive 
conditions within the banking industry - conditions which can change for reasons 
quite separate from the course of nominal incomes in the economy, or the 
actions of the monetary authorities. 

There is also, I believe, worthwhile information to be obtained from 10Q~ing 
at se ries '(;'tber tha!!J43. Overthe period for which we have complete data since 
[963 the relatIOnship between movements of narrow money (Ml) on the one 
h~md and of incomes and interest rates on the other has been closer and more 
stable than has been the case with M3. Though for some economists that alone 
would be reason for putting chief emphasis on MI, I would not go that far. First, 
the relatively stable relationship involving MI has been observed for a com
paratively short period, during which the authorities have not given emphasis to 
controlling M 1: this does not guarantee that the relationship would remain as 
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~. e under differing conditions, particularly if the authorities were to seek to 
)01 it more closely. Second, I value the broader descriptive analysis that 

re erence to M3 allows, which one cannot obtain with Ml. 
Reasons could also be advanced for paying attention to wider liquidity series 

than M3. There is a high degree of substitution between some assets included in 
M3 and some excluded, Treasury bills and Certificates of Deposit for example. 
Moreover the growth and evolution of the building societies has blurred the 
distinction between deposits with banks and shares and deposits with building 
societies. This development raises a number of issues, among them the scope 
and coverage of any series intended to measure private sector transaction 
balances. 

One specific proposal put to us is that we should once again provide a 
refurbished M2 series, which would aim to exclude wholesale deposits (whose 
course is so hard to predict or control) and to include retail-type time deposits. 
We welcome and seriously consider suggestions of this kind. However, we have 
certain doubts about this particular suggestion. We doubt whether the addition 
to the existing MI series of seven-day deposits with the clearing banks would 
provide much additional information. A theoretically better split between retail 
and wholesale-type deposits might be obtained by grading deposits by size, over 
and under £50,000 for example. However not only would any such dividing line 
be arbitrary, but it would impose a new, onerous burden on the banks' statistical 
systems. Moreover, for the reasons I have already indicated, I am not sure that it 
would be sensible to restrict a statistic measuring private sector retail-type 
deposits to the banks alone, excluding similar-type deposits with building societies. 

More generally there will be some information to be had from observation of 
virtually any financial and economic indicator. But we cannot and sho.!:!lcLo.o.J \ 

\

. translate all such indicators into tar ets for olic . That would be a reci e for 
con uSlOn. e nee to ave c ear and sim Ie tar ets, and I am satisfied t 'n 
t present state 0 teart we have chosen best in se echn!! . 
• . - 'S! !! _ 

Rolling targets 

Finally, I might comment on the question of how often targets should be 
reviewed and revised. The present monetary target was set in last March's 
Budget to last without review for the whole financial year. But it is open to 
question whether this is the optimum strategy. New information on the economy 
is continually becoming available and it is my view that we should reassess 
developments as often as sufficient information makes this worthwhile. 

A drawback of the present annual targets has been the implied requirement to 
hit a particular number on a particular date. The various time-lags in the system 
make it difficult, and certainly highly undesirable, to try to offset undesired 
monetary movements very rapidly. Firm deadlines can force one either to try to 
adjust too fast to an unforeseen trend developing late in the period; or to appear 
to accept a failure to reach one's target. For such reasons it is for consideration 
whether it would not be advantageous to rebase the target before the previous 
target period has been fully completed. 
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The Federal Reserve undertakes a reassessment each quarter. I believe M 
for us that would be too frequent. Such a reassessment might howevef _J 
undertaken alung with a review of fiscal policy, for instance at the Budget an d 
again in the autumn. 

Targets operated in this way have come to be called 'rolling targets' - yet 
another addition to our growing dictionary of economic jargon, though perhaps 
a useful and expressive one . I am aware that some people fear that a move to 
rolling targets would permit much greater elasticity, so that over a period 
monetary growth could drift further and further away from a desirable medium
term trend. The ability to reassess policy as six-month intervals, however, would 
not necessarily entail altering course. Indeed I would hope that, more often than 
not, it would validate staying on the same course for an extended period. I need 
hardly stress again the value that I place on the importance of maintaining 
monetary stability. 

I would not of course support the adoption of rolling targets if this implied a 
change of direction in our present strategy. But I could see it as a minor, but 
useful, technical change to our continuing policy of having publicly-announced 
monetary targets - a policy which I have sought to defend and explain this 
afternoon. 

In doing so, I have covered a lot of ground and will therefore spare you - and 
myself - the added burden of summarising what I have had to say . We have not, 
it is plain, adopted a wholehearted monetarist philosophy. But what we do is 
likely to give a monetarist a good deal of the prescription he would recommend, 
which may be what Mr Volcker, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York, implied in his phrase 'practical monetarism' . But the essence of what I 
have been saying is indeed very old fashioned - the predictable caution of a 
Central Banker. 

l 
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